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ABSTRACT

The roles and responsibilities of the library systems
officer continues to change as libraries move beyond the automation
of library functions to offering resources in electronic formats and
electronic access to information about collections beyond the walls
of the home institution. This survey was designed to collect data and
document some of the changes that have occurred in the organization
of systems offices in Association of Research Libraries (ARL). All
119 ,RL member libraries were surveyed; 75 responded (63% response
rate). Results are compared to a similar 1990 survey. Titles for the
heads of systems offices varied: in 1990, the most common were "Head
Library Systems," "Head of Systems," and "Systems Librarian": in
1994, they were "Head Library Systems" and "Systems Manager." There
are 691 systems office employees in the responding 75 libraries,
reflecting a 37% increase from 1990. There was a 205% increase in
network specialists, 307. increase in librarians, 33% increase in
computer specialists, and a 46% decrease in clerical help. The
maintenance of the library management system is still the most common
activity of systems offices. Only one activity, maintaining a
mainframe computer, showed a decrease. Offices working on gopher,
Mosaic, etc. showed over a 1000% increase; those working with CWIS
(Campus Wide Information Service) a 7737. increase, and patron access
to remote databases (e.g., Carl UnCover) a 475% increase. Respondents
raised a number of questions related to systems offices not covered
by the survey, which fell into the categories of planning and
budgets; organization structure and interdepartmental relationships;
trends in computing; and education and professional development.
Following survey results, organization charts of 18 and position
descriptions from 13 ARL libraries are provided. The survey
instrument is included. Twenty-one organizational charts of
universities in the United States and Canada are included. References
are provided for seven selected readings. (MAS)
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INTRODUCTION

In the "early" days of library automation most, if not all,
of the efforts of library systems offices were directed toward
traditional library functions of cataloging, circulation,
acquisitions, serials control, and the OPAC. These efforts
included implementing and maintaining a locally developed
or purchased library management system, and supporting
equipment for use with a bibliographic utility such as OCLC
or RLIN. Systems offices provided leadership as libraries

changed automated systemsin some cases even two or

three times. In the 1980s, systems offices began to assume
additional responsibilities: installing and maintaining staff
microcomputers and peripherals, and training library
employees to use them. In library public services, the focus
began to shift toward automated patron-centered services,
beginning with the addition of locally mounted databases
and CDROMs. This shift was followed by local area
networks and networked CD-ROMs, most often installed
through the efforts of library systems offices.
But perhaps the most significant change was the use of
the Internet in providing library services. The Internet Hunt
gave end-users an opportunity to test their navigational
skills on the Internet. Interest in these services exploded as
the media examined the Information Superhighway and
Web browsers. Libraries began to explore the provision of
Internet access as more and more information resources
became available and interest in them rose. As a result,
libraries added staff or redirected their energies to work with
these emerging electronic, patron-centered services.
SURVEY RESULTS

This survey was distributed to all 119 ARL member
libraries in November 1994. Seventy-five of the Survey
responses were used in this SPEC Kit for a 63% response
rate.

Titles and reporting. The titles for the heads of systems
offices in ARL libraries are varied although the majority
included "systems" in the title. In 1990, the most common
titles were Head Library Systenis, Head of Systems, and
Systems Librarian. In 1994, the most common titles were
Head Library Systems and Systems Manager. Although the
title of the person to whom the head of systems reported
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varied, the majority of the responses fell into two categories.
In both 1990 and 1994 about half of the heads of systems

offices reported to the Dean or the Director of Libraries,
while the other half reported to an Assistant or an Associate
Dean or Director. Interestingly, two of the libraries reported
that Head of Library Systems is a new position added since
1990.

The most commonly reported means of communication
from the systems office to the library faculty and staff is
electronic mail, although the telephone might have ranked
higher had it been included on the survey instrument. The
least commonly used choice was the library newsletter.
Nwnber of positions. There are 691 systems office
employees in the 75 responding libraries, reflecting a 37%
increase compared to 504 reported in 1990. Each of the
seven staff categories surveyed showed an increase, with the
exception of clerical staff which showed a 46% decrease.
Most significant was the 205% increase in the number of
network specialists. There was a 30% increase in the number
of librarians and a 33% increase in the number of computer
specialists. The use of student assistants increased by 55%.
The most common reason for staff additions was to
address new technologies, excluding local area networks.
The third most common reason for adding staff was to work
with local area networks.
Library or system-wide

reorganization and the migration to a new automated
system were also significant reasons for adding systems
office staff.

Although the number of staff in most libraries systems
has increased through additional hiring or
reorganization, the demand is not always satisfied. In some
cases, technical support may be somewhat decentralized,
with individual departments gaining a higher level of
expertise and assuming some level of responsibility for
automated technologies within their department. A few
libraries were interested in outsourcing trends for various
systems functions such as mainframe operations support,
LAN management, microcomputer repairs, and applications
programming. One library was interested in strategies for
offices

transferring computer center ,ztaff to the systems office.
Activities. The maintenance of the library management
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system is still the most common activity for systems offices.
In 1994, 72 of the 75 libraries reported responsibility for this
work; in 1990, only 70 of the 75 systems offices maintained a
library management system. This activity, no doubt, will

continue to be a major responsibility of libraries systems
offices.
Only one activity, maintaining a mainframe
computer, showed a decrease; only 21 libraries reported this
responsibility in 1994, down 28°k from 29 libraries in 1990.

Three activities, all reflecting the trend toward increased

patron-centered activities, showed tremendous increases.
The largest percentage increase was systems offices working
on Gopher, Mosaic, etc. Fifty-seven libraries reported
involvement in this area, compared with only five libraries in
1990, an increase of more than 1000%. In a related activity,
25 libraries were working with CWIS in 1994 while only three
were doing so in 1990, a 733% increase. Patron access to
remote databases (e.g., CARL UnCover, OCLC First Search)
showed a 475% increase with 46 systems offices working in
this area, up from eight in 1990. Locally mounted databases

(up 218%) and networked CD-ROMs (up 118%) showed
substantial increases as well.

Unfortunately, questions pertaining to microcomputer
repair, computer hardware/software training classes, and
designing staff workstations were accidentally omitted from

the survey instrument. However, a number of libraries
reported their activity in these areas in the "other" category.
Had microcomputer support been included in the survey,
this responsibility probably would have experienced an
increase since 1990. Several libraries reported that they are

not able to devote the time needed to provide adequate
microcomputer training.
Relationships.
Respondents raised a number of
interesting questions related to systems offices that were not
covered by this survey. For the most part these questions
fell into the categories of planning and budgets;
organizational structure and interdepartmental relationships;
trends in computing; and education and professional

development. The topics raise a number of interesting
questions that warrant further exploration.

Several sites mentioned an increasing need for the
library systems office to have a role in the strategic and
budgetary planning processes not only of the library, but
also at the university level. There is a need to communicate

information about the rapidly changing technologies in
electronic information resources and the costs of providing
this access.
The expanding number of networks,
microcomputer workstations, and servers to perform jobrelated activities and to provide service to patrons create
additional costs. The cost of upgra -iing or replacing this
equipment with its relativcl-y short iiie-cycle adds to the
capital budgetary !.equiremert6; however, few libraries are
able to address adequately the requirements for

telecommunications, microcomputer hardware and software
purchases and maintenance costs.
The role of the library systems offices in relation to other

library departments, campus computer centers, and other
university departments is also important. The placement of
the systems office within the organizational structure of the
library has an impact on the projects in which the systems
office is involved and the level of support provided. The

level of support may vary from supporting only the
mainframe to supporting every automated system within the
library.
For systems offices with a wide range of
responsibilities, close coordination of tasks and
responsibilities becomes very important.
Interaction with the computing center is also vital on

many campuses. Many libraries depend on the campus
computing center department for the support of various
information systems within the libraries. Accountability
may become increasingly blurred if the library assumes
responsibility for Internet/Web training or operates in a
distributed computing environment.
The client-server
environment will require that the systems office staff and
individuals in other departments become skilled at
diagnosing problems and find ready solutions. Service lines

may also become clouded when academic departments
acquire services such as document delivery or electronic
bibliographic databases.

Another area for further exploration is the educational
backgrounds and professional experience of the staff of the
systems office. Some libraries expressed interest in hiring
computer professionals to supplement the technical expertise
of the department. The amount of time spent working on a
project or task as well as the qualifications of the person
assigned to it is also of interest. One library was concerned
with problems associated with overspecialization, and
another was worried about the turnover rate in the systems
office.
CONCLUSION

As an ever increasing number of library functions are

automated and services become more dependent on

electronic information resources, there is a corresponding
need for involvement from the systems office. Systems
offices find increased demand on their time due to the

escalating amounts of equipment and the increasing
complexity of hardware and software applications. Systems
office staff .. ill require continuing education courses and

need to be active in professional associations in order to
maintain their expertise in this rapidly changing, increasingly
complex, environment.
This Kit and Flyer were compiled by Scott P. Muir, University
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SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES EXCHANGE CENTER:
SUPPORTING EFFECTIVE LIBRARY MANAGEMENT FOR
OVER TWENTY YEARS

This year marks the 25th anniversary of the establishment of the ARL Office of
Management Services. Committed to assisting research and academic libraries in the
continuous improvement of management systems, OMS has worked with its constituents since
1970 to seek the best practices for meeting the needs of users. The OMS Information Services
Program maintains an active publications program best known for its Systems .1nd Procedures
Exchange Center (SPEC) Kits. Through the OMS Collaborative Research/Writing Program,
librarians work with OMS staff in joint research and writing projects. Participants and staff
work together in survey design, writing, and editing publications that provide valuable
insights and management perspectives on emerging trends, issues, and concerns of the
academic and research library community. Originally established as an information source for
ARL member libraries, the SPEC program has grown to serve the needs of the library
community world-wide.

WHAT ARE SPEC KITS AND FLYERS?
Published ten times per year, SPEC Kits and Flyers contain the most valuable, up-to-date
information on the latest issues of concern to libraries and librarians today. SPEC Kits and
Flyers are the result of a program of surveys on a variety of topics related to current practice
and management of library programs in the ARL membership. The SPEC Flyer is a two-page
summary of the status of a current area of interest. It comments on the present situation,
reports on the results of an ARL membership survey, and forecasts future trends. The SPEC
Kit contains the SPEC Flyer and the best representative supporting documentation from the
survey in the form of policy statements, handbooks, manuals, cost studies, user studies,
procedure statements, planning materials, and issue summaries. A valuable feature of each
SPEC Kit is its selected reading list containing the most current literature available on the topic
for further study.
SUBSCRIBE TO SPEC KITS
Subscribers tell us that the information contained in SPEC Kits and Flyers is valuable to a
variety of users, both inside and outside the library. The SPEC Flyer is an inexpensive current
awareness tool for keeping up-to-date on important library management topics. The
documentation found in SPEC Kits is a good point of departure for research and problem
solving. SPEC Kits and Flyers lend immediate authority to proposals and aid in setting
standards for designing programs or writing procedure statements. SPEC Kits function as an
important reference tool for library administrators, staff, students, and professionals in allied
disciplines who may not have access to this kind of information.
SPEC Kits and Flyers can be ordered directly from the ARL Office of Management Services
or through your library vendor or subscription agent. For more information contact the ARL
Publications Department at (202) 296-8656, or fax (202) 872-0884. Information on this and other
OMS products and services can be found on the ARL Gopher (gopher:/ /arl.cni.org) and World
Wide Web (http:/ /arl.cni.org).
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ASSOCIATION OF RESI ARCH LIBR ARIES

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES

TO:

SPEC Liaisons

FROM:

Laura A. Rounds, OMS Program Officer for Information Services
Scott P. Muir, Systems Officer, University of Alabama

DATE:

November 15, 1994

SUBJ:

SPEC Survey and Call for Documents on the Library Systems Office

The role and responsibilities of the library systems officer continues to change as libraries move

beyond the automation of library functions to offering resources in electronic formats and
electronic access to information about collections beyond the walls of the home institution.
This survey is designed to gather data and document some of the changes that have occurred
in the organization of systems offices in ARL libraries. The year 1990 was selected as the
comparison base as it marks the beginning of the Internet's exponential growth. The questions
will help us examine the organization structure, staffing levels, and how or if systems offices
have changed in recent years.

We realize that some of these questions may be difficult to answer because of the variety of
approaches taken to management of the library systems function. Your response to each item
is important to us, however, so please respond as fully as you need to, using extra sheets or the
back of the questionnaire to qualify or amplify your responses.
Please return completed surveys and relevant materials by January 6, 1995 to Scott P. Muir,
Systems Office, Main Library, The University of Alabama, Box 870266, Tuscaloosa, AL 354870266. If you have any questions about this survey, you may reach Scott by phone at (205) 3482299 or via email at smuir@ualvm.ua.edu.

Please note:
Submitted documentation is subject to publication in the resulting SPEC Kit. We therefore ask

that the cleanest possible copy be provided, and that any other qualifying information be
written in pencil or, preferably, on an attached sticky note.

In order that the person completing this survey may have all the necessary information, we ask
that this cover sheet not be detached until the survey is ready to be returned to the conductor.
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SPEC Survey - Systems Office Organization

Contact Person:

Library/Institution:

1.

13itnet/Internet:

Telephone:

Title:

What is the title of the head of systems office?
1990

1994

Most of the titles were unique. The number following some titles is the number of institutions
reporting that title for the head of the systems office, unless otherwise marked the count is one.
See page 4 for detailed breakdown.

To whom does the systems office report? Please provide current library organizational chart.
Dean/Director of Libraries
Asst. or Assoc. Dean/Director, AUL
Director of Computer Center
Head of Reference
Other

1994

1990

35
36

31

0

0
0
3

38

0
3

Other included: Director of Administration, National Librarian, and DirectorAutomated Service3.
Two libraries indicated the Head of Systems Office as a newly created position since 1990.
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1990

1994

Assistant Director for Systems and Administration Services
Assistant Director for Automated Services
Assistant Director
Assistant Director for Library Systems
Assistant Director of Library Systems
Assist. Univ. Libn. for Administration
Assist. Univ. Libn. for Automated Services
Assist. Univ. Libn. for Systems and Technical Services
Associate Director for Systems and Planning
Associate Director Information Technology
Associate Librarian Systems and Planning
Associate Librarian Systems and Technical Processing
Assoc. Univ. Libn. Administrative Services
Assoc. Univ. Libn. for Academic Information Services
Assoc. Univ. Libn. Systems Development
Automated Systems Coordinator
Conseiller aux Systemes informatises
Coordinator
Coordinator Library Technology Svcs \Sr. Systems Analyst
Department Head
Director
Director General Information Technology Services
Director Library Computing Services
Director Library Public Services
Director of Library Systems - 2
Director of Information Systems Development

Adjoint au Director pour les Systemes Informatises

Assistant Dean 2
Assistant Dean Library Information Systems
Assistant Director
Assistant Director for Library Automation
Assistant Director for Library Computing Systems
Assistant Director for Library Systems
Assistant Director Automated Systems
Assistant Director Librarian Systems
Assistant Director Systems
Asst. Univ. Libn. for Information Technology
Asst. Univ. Libn. for Systems
Asst. Univ. Libn. for Library Info. Technology
Associate Director Information Technology
Associate Director for Systems & Planning
Associate Librarian Systems
Assoc. Univ. Libn. for Access Services and Systems
Assoc. University Librarian Administrative Services
Associate University Librarian
Assoc. Univ. Libn. for Information and Research
Assoc. Univ. Libn. for Technical Services
Automated Systems Coordinator
Department Head
Director Library/Computing Services
Director Information Systems and Technology
Director of Information Technology
Director of Library Systems
Director of Systems
Director General Information Technology Services
Head ITS
Head Library Automation and Technical Support
Head Library Computer Systems
Head Library Instruction Systems and Technology
Head Library Systems - 6
Head Library Systems and Automation Department
Head Library Systems Development
Head Library Systems Office - 3
Head Library Technology Services
Head of Automated Services
Head of Plant Management
Head of I.ibrary Automation
Head of Local Systems
Head of Systems - 4
Head Systems and Database Management
Head Systems Department - 3
Library Systems Director
Library Systems Manager
Library Systems/Planning Officer
Manager Information Systems
Manager Library Automation
Manager library Systems Programming
Programmer / Analyst
Systems Administrator
Systems Department Chair
Systems Librarian
Systems Manager - 6
Systems Officer
Team I.eader

Head ITS

Head Library Computer Systems
Head Library Systems - 5
Head Library Systems Development
Head Library Systems Office - 3
Head Library Technology and Systems
Head of Local Systems
Head of Plant Management
Head of Systems - 6
Head Systems
Head Systems and Development
Head Systems Department - 3
Library Systems \ Planning Officer
Library Systems Manager
Manager Computing Services
Manager Information Systems
Manager Library Automation
Programmer \ Analyst
Systems Librarian - 8
Systems Manager
Systems Officer
Systems Planning Librarian

5

3.

List the number of employees in your Systems Office by classification for 1990 and 1994.
Please provide job descriptions where available.

Librarians

0
1-2
374

5-7
8-15
16-23

1994

1990

16

24

41
14
2
2
0

41
8
0

Total number employed in all libraries 161

Computer Specialists

0

1-2
3-4
5-9
10-12
13-36

21

19
32
13

10

8

3

2

9

30

2

Total number employed in all libraries 272

Network Specialists

1

123

1

203

62
12

0
1-2

41

3-4

6

1

Total number employed in all libraries 52

17

Support Staff

0
1-2
3-4
5-9

28

43
24

48
19

3
3

5
2

2

1

Total number employed in all libraries 88

70

9-15

Clerical

0
1-2

59
16

3-9

0

1

Total number employed in all libraries 15

22

FTE Student Assts

0
1-2

3-4
5-9

56
18

30
33
10

40

2

1

31
3

Total number employed in all libraries 81
52
(Partial FIE counts were rounded up to the nearest FIE.)

Other

0
1-2

3-4
5-9

66
6

65
8
2

2
1

0

Total number employed in all libraries 22

'17

Other included: Programmers, Computer Operators, Administrative employees, Training Coordinator,
Media Professional, Temporary Employees, Office Manager, Technical Support Staff.

6

4.

Provide specific comments or explanations for any major changes in your Library's organizational
structure that affected the systems office.

Comments related to Question 4 have been assigned to broad categories. Comments may have
applied to more than one category.

20 Added staff to address new technologies, other than LANs
19 Library or system-wide reorganization
10 Added staff to address local area network technologies
7 Migration to new automated system in process or recently completed
4 Addition of training\ instruction to systems office responsibilities
3 Systems Office or entire organization under evaluation
3 Upgrade of the expertise levels of the staff
3 Decentralization of systems office responsibilities
2 Formation of a consortium
2 Temporary re-assignments
2 Locally mounted databases (non CD-ROM) added to system
5.

Which of the following activities are among the Systems Office's major responsibilities, currently
and in 1990? Check all that apply.
1994
1990
Library system: OPAC, Circulation,
Acquisitions, Cataloging, etc.
72
70
Maintaining mainframe
21
29
Applications development
45
38
Purchase of hardware/software
directly from vendors
65
58
OCLC, RLIN, WLN, UTLAS
LANs
WANs

Stand-alone CD-ROMs
Networked CD-ROMs

Locally-mounted databases
Gopher, Mosaic, etc.
CWIS

44
22
15
42
17
22

51

63
30
53
54
48
57
25

5
3

Patron access to remote databases
(e.g. CARL UnCover, FirstSearch)

46

8

Microcomputer repair, Computer hardware/software training classes, and Designing staff
workstations were were accidentally omitted from the original survey instrument.
Other responsibilities include:
Specific Applications: ARIEL; third party systems; serve as e-mail administrator; support office
automation products: WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Lotus, etc.

Equipment: Microcomputer (and peripherals) purchase; configuration installation; maintenance;
operate Unix Servers; terminals; tape library; RS6000- Internet servers; Linux PS Internet Servers; 05/2
remote CD sever; install network cabling.

PC

Locally designed systems: Automated ILL software; electronic reserves; image database development.
Training: Staff technology instruction; consulting; microcomputer applications training; lab maintenance.
Liaison: Serve as liaison at the local, regional, state and national levels.

7

J

How does the Systems Office communicate with other library departments? (Check all that apply).

6.

Average of the rankings
4 Through formal contacts in each department
2 Informal contacts
Electronic mail
1
5 Listservs
6 Written communication/memos
7 Library newsletter
Inter-departmental meetings
3
Other:

locally created electronic help documents, Web \Gopher server, training sessions,
telephone, voice mail, organized meetings, and library committees.

7.

Are there other issues or comments not addressed by this survey?
Comments have been assigned to broad categories, but may have applied to more than one.

Planning & Budgets
Systems office role in Library and University strategic planning, the need for systems office to have a role in
campus-wide planning;
Capital budget trends for microcomputers: hardware, software, maintenance and support, telecommunications, mainframe purchase and maintenance, increasing complexity of automated systems and budgets
which do not keep pace.

Organization Structure, Interdepartmental Relationships
Relationship of the Libraries Systems Office to campus computing center
Systems Office placement within library organization
Automated systems functions in other units in the libraries
Reorganization of staffing (campus-wide) to directly support library automation projects
Responsibilities of systems office in departmental projects involving automation technologies, need for
increased technical support at departmental or unit level
Time spent by systems office staff on various responsibilities: LANs, OCLC or RLIN, CD-ROMs,
microcomputers, terminals, training, WWW and gopher development and maintenance, customized
programming, software installation
Issue of decentralized support in a consortium
Decentralized support within library for automated technologies
TQM initiatives
Turnover rates of systems office staff

Trends in computing
Outsourcing: mainframe operations, LAN management, microcomputer repairs, applications programming
Increased volume of activity requiring systems office attention and support
Increasing use of distributed computing
Duplication of electronic information resources in academic departments outside the library
Education & Professional Development
Training impact and career changes for systems office due to changing technologies
Experience and education backgrounds of systems office staffs
Specialization of staffing in Systems Office, pros and cons
Higher levels of computer literacy or competency of library staff needed
Lack of time by systems office staff to provide training to library staff
Computer professional working in libraries
Professional association activities
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ACCESS SERVICES

HUMAN RESOURCES

LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES ORGANIZATION

Acquisitions
Cataloging

TECHNICAL SERVICES

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Administrative Structure

[F-:;:evost-1
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.

University Librarian

University Library
Committee

1
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University Development
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Library
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r -----------
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BibIic7g-r-a-sil

Curriculum

Facility
Management

Library -1
Management
Systems

Afr icana

--1-Circulation]
Services

I
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Bibliographic
Record
Services
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-

I
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i

Photocopy
Services

Network Systems
and Support

Library

1

Priileges]

1

{Catalog

1.___________________J
I

r

aril

1

Music Library

;

User Support
Services

;

Stack Contolj

Core Collection
"Listening
Center

Preservation

Catalog Management

I

Entrance/
Exit Control

"Marking

---------

Serials and
Acquisitions
Services

Government
Publications
and Map
Department

1

Monographic Order,

Cons,-Irvation

TInterl ibrary LoarH

Laboratory

-_-_-_-_-_-_-_.
-1_Material

Processing

Media Center

1

Gifts and
Exchanges

1

I

Newspaper/MicroteX--I

Pre,ervation
Assessment and
Replacement

fTverials Cataloging

f-F7Cf-e-renccl
_

t Serials Acquisitions

;

_

__.

[Special Collection,

'InforMation DeIc

i1

i Art Collection

Transpert:ition

Periodical, Room

Re,erve Book Room

'

Library
1

Schaffner
Library

iUnivCrsity Archive,

i

1

Science-

Engineering
Library

1

Geology
Library

Math
Library

4,)
Oi

t (.1

4.1

1'794

I

1

Shipping and
Receiving

,

Curtis Osmun 1/2 FTE
Vacant - FTE

Gary Strawn 1/2 FTE

Bridget Canavan - Department Manager
Melissa Jacobi
Vincent McCoy
Curtis Osmun - 1/2 FTE

USER SUPPORT SERVICES

September 8, 1994

James Aagaard - Department Manager

Vacant Department Manager
David Anderson
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NETWORK SYSTEMS AND SUPPORT

LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

James Aagaard - Division Head

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Organization Chart

Information Technology Division

4J

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

D. Koepp

N. Klath
See p. 2

L.

Gest Oriental Library
A. Marr

Preservation Office
R. Milevskl

Human Resources Office
M. Gopel

Systems Office
M. Bielawski

Administrative

SeMces
Department
D. Pearson
See p. 3

Rare Books and
Special Coll,
Department
W. Joyce
See p. 4

Reference &
Collection Dev.
Department
J. Aroeste
See p. 5

6/91
27

Special
Libraries
Department
N. Klath
See p. 6

Technical
ry

Department
R. Schulz
See p. 7

;

Office of the University Librarian D. Koepp & N. Klath

Gest Oriental Library - A. Marr

Chinese Bibliographer - M. Heijdra

7-1

Japanese & Korean Bibliogranher - S. Kim

Public Services Section - C. Cheng

Technical Services Section - I. Wel

Human Resources Office - M. Gc,pe;

Preservation Office - R. Milevskl

Arabic Preservation Project - H. BenAicha

Collections Conservation Unit - B. Baird

Spedal Collections Conservation Unit - T. Stanley

Systems Office - M. Bielawski
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*Held by same person

AUL
Administrative
Services

Executive Committee
(elected faculty)

Development

'AUL Collection

Coordinator of
Annual Gifts
and Special Events

Associate Dean
for Development'

NS.,

Associate Dean
for
Library Technology

,,

Dean of the University
Libraries

and

University Librarian

June 24, 1994

University of Southern California
University Library Organizational Chart

Library Administration

AUL
Public Services

Special Assistant
to the Dean for
Library Innovation

'Associate UL

AUL
Technical Services
and Systems

t

Serials

Monograpps

Acquisitions

Book Fund
Accounting

Serials

Original Cataloging

Music

East Asian

Database
Maintenance

Copy Cataloging

Bibliographic Data Entry
and
Materials Processing

Catalog

AUL Technical
Services
and Systems

June 241 1994

University of Southern California
University Library Organizational Chart

ILS Replacement
and Development
Project

Technical Services and Systems

Infrastructure &
Network Support

Library Systems
Support

Library Systems

t....,

t...)

PROCESSING

Cornelia A.
Tucker

ACOUIBIDONS

PRESERVATION

SERAU3

Penelope
Myers

CISARS

CIRCULATION

INTERLIBRARY

SUPPORT

Mr,ROMATERALEI

PALEY

STACR6

SERVICES

RECEIVING

RESERVE

NPR:MAUI

&WAIN&

PERSONNEL

Sumas

FINANCIAL

FACILITIES

Mary Ivy
Bayard

SERVICES

I

PALEY/TUCC

LOAN

& MATERIALS

SERVICES

AcQuisrrtoris

Acciss

I

I

Administrative Council
Academic Assembly of Librarians
Staff Council

Faculty Senate Library Committee

ADVISORY GROUPS

Chart

Temple
University Libraries
Organizational

CATALCGING

&RNA

CATALOGING

MONOGRAPHIC

MANAGEMENT

DATABASE

SEsvicrs
Lana Elzein

BIBLIOGRAPHIC

1

I

LIBRARY

PHYSICS

LIBRARY

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICAL

Lissmv

CHEMISTRY

.

BIOLOGY Lowe,'

CEA Lamm

Wm

Betsy R.

LontAsres

& SCIENCE

I
ENGINEERING

ZAHN LAMM

SERVICE

SIC PUBLIC

MAPS

DccumEwre

GOVERNMENT

REFERENCE

GENEN.L.

REFERENCE

BUSINESS

Martha C.
Henderson

SEavicEs

INFoRmAnor4

Usivity

cf ART

TYLER SCHOOL

LIRRNIV

CAMPUS

Amass

Linda A.
Cotilla

LLBRARIER

Clams

I
SUBURBAN

I

KEPERENCE &
I

SUPPORT

TECHNICAL

SIC

SUPPORT

NETWORONG

SUPPORT

Aim/Alfas

OFFICE

GEAC

Monica F.
Kulaski

SYSTEMS

Librarian
Jean Dorrian

Charles L Blockson

Deputy University Librarian
John G. Zenelis

Assistant to the
University

Ano-AmmucAN
HurrolucAl.CoLucTION

BLOCESON

James N. Myers
University Librarian

MAME UNIVERBnY LEBRARIF4

James W. England
Provost

CouacrioN

)I

SOCIAL SCIENCES

TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE &

HUMANITIES

open

DEVELOPMEra

COLLECTIONS

PHOTOGAAPH

COLLECTIONS

MANUSCRIPTS

Margaret J.
Jerrido

URBAN
ARCHIVES

araturcrui 00/04

COLLECTiON

CULTURE

CCNTEA4PORARY

AACHIVES)

(UNIVERSITY

TEMPLANA

COLLICTKM4

MANUSCRIPTS

RARE BOOKS &

ComicnoNs
Thomas M.
Whitehead

SPECIAL

Development
Officer
open

Albert R. Checcio
Vice President for Development
and Alumni/ae Affairs

THE GENERAL LIBRARIES
The University of Texas at Austin
VICE PRESIDENT AND DEAN
OF GRADUATE STUDIES

WON. S. Livingston

DIRECTOR OF GENERAL UBRARIES

Avail W RiSIngs
DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Drew Roam

ASSISTANT FOR UBRART
DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLICATIONS

Carole CNN,

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

S wan Kopp*
ASS5TART DIRECTOR FOR
INFORMATION SYSTEMS PLANNING

Jeltt Henwfc/

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PI/BUC SEMMES

Auden Phillips

Jo Acne Hawk*

GENERAL STATISTICAL AND REPORTING OFFCE

STAFF DEVELOPMENT OFFICER F_

ASSISTANT FOR PUBLIC
SERVICES OPERATIONS

Peggy Neel*

I

Robert Foley

I

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS OFFCE
Robert Stewart

AWN
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR BRANCH SERVICES

John Ripening di

-4

PERRYCASTANEDA LIBRARY

Wires Perryman

ARCHITECTURE AND

CHEMISTRY LIBRARY

KAMM LIBRARY

DevW Shubert

AUTOMATED CATALOGING E_ _1
Robin Findsnbiingh

UBRARY
Resst Albedo°

lob Feint

FINE ARTS LIBRARY

BALCONES UBRART
SERVICE CENTER

161/FprapNe Adeisha
Dhly Muller
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UFE SCIENCE LIBRARY
Nancy Elder

I
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REFERENCE /INFORMATION SERVICES
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C. B. Stevenson

Serials Catekging
Jhn Holmes

Sarkis Receivhg
Peel Tem

addle East* Stud*
Ahab', Senshrt

PHYSICS-MAN.-ASTRO.
UBRAFIT
Abby WNW

I

Mary Lynn RioALA*

John Tonga

Dennis Dion

I

Mocognphic Rscalviftg
Carol Lockett

AA &Lindy

Durk, tillnl0
Rosana
Ellysliesh Canwion

Swim Om**.

4

Seth Lli

MARINE SCIENCE LIE RARY

Sevin

ANNUM Ion Reboot. / Infonyclort

Al Rogers

ANan Studios

Ratererve
Staving Cheney

&Mg.

Lonffs ANN*

Teen*/ Sordoni
KM Mir

Flown*
*dee Felon

Amid* Hood

Sus Wet
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**I/UM Lbery

Ciecukdon Dos If

Col*** De Nodt Lbrore
John Romp

WWI'S Psnymen

SUM AAllt

&my Reps

Ado Dhow

Acousrnons AND SERIALS

Mrlomded Cateliving

ENGINEERING LIBRARY",
CLASSICS LERARY

CIRCULATION SERVICES

&wenn* *Able

CATALOGING

Emvelns Polls,

Eloise liciDoneid

UNDERGRADUATE

John

DERRY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES

WgfrA Pittlien

STANT FOR COMPUTER-BASED
*FORMATION SERVICES

__I

Sal* SowchlrwOrder
Susan Myr
SIFTS BINUOGRAPHER
Fred Nothing:get

WASSERMAN PUBUC
AFFAIRS UBRARY
Oboo Forboo

CON51111f4311414 IrtfortfteOft

I

Ron Saeger
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MR COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR LIBRARY SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS

Natal

000JMICIIS
Peel Roscoe

Curflo Meador/
CHIEF COLLECT/ON DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

ICS

laity Mynah-Ken

loloclbrary Service
Many Pare

UTCAT

Ltally Ivecemallon Syslomo
COLLECTOR DEVELOPMENT
A/03 MANAGEMENT SERVICES

**Collect*

PRESERVATION OFFICE

Ellen ConnkwiwnvEruggie

Miry Brennen-Kw

Siphon Lithe,

Comore*
1Porlodice le end litadorme

Peldde Needy
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Dwelt; SWAT

Se*. Mei
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John Wand*

Book Wok

P

E

R

E

ARCH

CENTER FOR AMERICAN HISTORY

Don Carleton

COLL

A

i

IIIIHRt CATALOGING

Wry Bah Bigger

ASSISTANT FOR RSCM.
MID PERSONNEL SERVICES

Laws Dinka-WV

&benne Cow

Tony Nanown

*NUN Heed
%Oho*. Admits

Au***
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tem Sue *Mon

Elder

Don GI*

OMIWI

George Cogswell

Softy Dan

Twee Romp*/ *media
Bock
UMNERS MI OF TEXAS ARC H N ES

0.147SZT
Pddlc Services
Ann Retinue
Ran Books

Roos Cook

butt

F..XHINITS AND GRAPHICS

Relholord

Cash*
John &Edged

Alma Rodriguez

John Well_

MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES

lierk Sender

Ran gan

FISCAL SERVICES

Robed Teylor

Don Intl.:.

Swish
Wry Folder

Mori Dodd***

Phobcdopileetlon
Kyls Ayers

RECEIVING

JInf Alike

&reline
Minify Wood

Del Does

Facilace IA **woe

Kay Shepard

Joo tIlde.

Sled MsInMn.nc.
Darnell* Vogterl

hod Surciislod

Dn'IR:11:7 P0,Nr

_{

SAM RAYBURN
UBRASIV AND MUSEUM

VQU,Mnap

I_

Ris Gocch

Purcheslod/Travoi

(SaWi/d)

OCIC Unit
Nene &chunking

Seth*** Adams
ArtANed of American M Mhernetics

SUPPORT SERVICES

DsllHoRogsswth

Cheered Pew**
MosIcen-Amerlean

Tan Colloid*
KWh*** stir

1

H

Churned Per**
(lloartoNfeekSludy)

ManiNcrld Procne
Jinn China

Kry Sowell
FACILITIES PLANNING

_f CUlog MoIrionvoce

HVORT CENTER I

kichloos and Merierscdods
Alison Neck

Shying

PERSONNEL SERVICES MID
UBRARY OFFICE SUPERVISOR

Carol Vasco

Aciplorone

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR FACILITIES AND SUPPORT SERVICES

DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR FACILITES ANO SUPPORT SERVICES

Pubic Unica
Ra

TIMMS TR ATIVE SERVICES

BENSON LMIN
AMERICAN COLLECTOR
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Shaoyun Wang

1/2 time

PROGRAMMER

Harlin Hanson

SPECIRLIST

OPERATING SYSTEMS

**proposed reclassification

Mike Kline

SPECIALIST

COMPUTER

Vacant

SENIOR SYSTEMS
ANALYST

SENIOR
OPERRTING SYSTEMS

Ann Nelson

Jana Wolfshohl

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER
Steven Ploof

ISYSTEMS RNRLYST

SYSTEMS RNRLYST

LIBRARIAN
Alison While

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Curtis Ohlendorf

1/2 time
Chris Edgeworth

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER

Paid from Enhancement Funds

1/2 time
Shahid Alam

PROGRAMMER

COMPUTER

Ira Carver

cgo
by apo 12/1/94

MANAGER OF NETWORK
SERUICES

TERM OF OP
ANALYSTS C, PROGRAMMERS

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR LIBRARY SYSTEMS

UNIUERSITY OF TEHRS RT RUSTIN - GENERRI LIBRRRIES
HRRT
HORNY SYSTEMS OR6RNIZRTIONRL

-

--

I Systems Librarian
for Technical Services
Jean Coope r

19'417
-

Systems Librarian
for 1nforma lion Services
Vacant

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
SYSTEMS OFFICE
December, 1991

.

.

17P90,13

Director of Systems
John Slceman

FA.369

Associate University Librarian
Kcndon Stubbs

Karin Wit te nborg
FA283

University Librarian

Pfogra mine r/
Analyst
Jeffrey 11errin
C1104

C1858

Programmer/
Analyst
John W. Gentry

C0857

I'Ic)gramrnerl
Analyst
Rebecca Summerford

;

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES

E X CI] A NG E

CENTER

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS

ASSMIA-1.10N 01 RI -,17\1:( I I LIBRARIFS

OFEKT 01 MANM;FMEN I SI.RvIC is

Library Technology

Operations Manager
One of Canada's most technologically advanced research libraries
seeks outstanding candidates for the position of Technology
Operations Manager. This position is at the Librarian 5 level, with a
salary range of $47,921 - $66,577. Our staff of 14 in Information
Technology Services:
desig-ns and supports the largest Novell LAN configuration on
campus - over 500 PC workstations in 11 networks providing
office productivity solutions, public catalogue access, CD Rom
database services, and microcomputer laboratory facilities,
connected through fibre optic spread spectrum radio links to the
campus network and the Internet
maintains one of the largest DRA (Data Research Associates)
integrated library systems in North America, serving a regional
library consortium of 20 libraries, and containing a database of 3.8
million items
operates SUN and IBM RS/6000 database servers providing
Internet access to a Library Wide Information System (LWIS) and
a range of health care databases (The Health Knowledge
Network)
provides technical consultation and support to a newly formed
University Information Enterprises unit which extends products
and services beyond the University community through
innovative business partnerships
Under the strategic direction of the Head of ITS, you will oversee the
implementation, day-to-day operations and expansion of these
network-based information systems and the continued development
of a first-class customer service team.
The ideal candidate is an effective communicator with an
understanding not only of the technology but the politics of networkbased information services and cooperative system development. You
are an organized project manager, transforming strategic vision into
reality through effective team building, a knowledge of technology
solutions and sound financial planning. In addition to a MLS degree,
you bring with you tiroad hands-on experience, background in
managing library automation applications and networks in a TCP/1P
WAN environment, and an understanding of future library directions
in client-server computing.

Interested candidates should submit a curriculum vitae and the names
of three references by October 31, 1994, to:

Ms. BJ Busch, Associate Director
5-02 Cameron Library
University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta T60 2J8
The University of Alberta is committed to the principle of equity in
employment. The University encourages applications from aboriginal
persons, disabled persons, members of visible minorities and women.
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Auburn University

POSITION ADVERTISENT.NT

SYSTEMS LEBRARIAN FOR TRAINING: Trains library faculty and staff in the use of
computing software, (both library system software and commercially available software, e.g, .
Windows, WordPerfect, Lotus, SAS, dBase), by providing a high level of expertise in those
packages used by the library. Trains users through formal instruction, documentation, and
informal consultation. Supervises student workers in performing the above activities.
Coordinates the testing of system enhancements and participates in their final implementation.
Develops hardware and software purchase recommendations based upon the needs of
individual departments as well as the library in general. Suggests systems enhancements to the
Systems Department Head, based upon problem analysis and resolution.
QUALIFICATIONS: REQUIRED: ALA-accredited MLS; strong academic record; plus
significant experience with both integrated library system software and commercially available
software packages. DESIRED: NOTIS experience; teaching or training experience; technical
knowledge of hardware configurations.
Salary minimum is $29,560, higher with experience, with appointment as Librarian II
(Assistant Professor); twelve-month appointment; faculty status but not professorial titles;
eligibility for tenure; participation in state teachers' retirement (mandatory); TIAA or other
additional voluntary retirement plans available; twelve days sick leave; health/life/disability
insurance benefits; twenty days annual leave. Research and publication are required for
tenure. Offers of employment are contingent upon the verification of the individual's
eligibility for employment in the United States. Application review process begins October 5,
1994. Position open October 1, 1994; starting date negotiable. Complete application must
include resume, undergraduate and graduate transcripts (photocopies will be accepted initially),
and names of at least three current references. APPLY TO: Sherida Downer, Chairperson,
Systems Librarian for Training Search Committee, Ralph Brown Draughon Library, Auburn
University, AL 36849-5606, Auburn University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
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University of California

San Diego

POSITION DESCRIPTION
DEPT/DIVISION: SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
POSITION ID NO.:
REQUISITION NO.: N/A
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Approved Payroll Title:
Personnel Program
EDUI Designation

Eff Date:

DEPARTMENT REQUEST FOR:
Proposed Title:
Date Received :

Name

EMPLOYEE

Payroll Title:
Telephone
:

SUPERVISOR
Name
Payroll Title:
Telephone
:

:

Computer Resource Manager
4-1287 Mail Code: 0175T

II

Bruce Miller
AUL for Technical Services
x4-1237

POSITION INFORMATION
Work Location
Appointment Type:
Percentage Time
Schedule

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY SYSTEMS
INDEF
End Date of Appointment
CAREER
100 Conflict of Interest Designation: NO

:

:

:

TYPE OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED
General Direction
SUPERVISION
Direct
Droc./Analyst IV
Administrative Analyst
Computer Res. Spec. II
Administrative Asst. II
'Pr. Elect. Technician (Workleader)
Elect. Technician Trainee
Prog./Analyst III (Workleader)
Prog./Analyst II
,

,

11.777111,7rstaff
Indirectly supervises 5 additional FTE plus 4 FTE casual staff
and student assistants,
_

DUTIES SUMMARY
Responsible for leading, organizing, and managing the Library
Systems Department to support the Library's role in meeting campuswide
information needs. Works with other UCSD departments, outside
vendors, and University of California systemwide staff to further this
role.
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I its

Under general direction of the Assistant University Librarian for
Technical Services:
1.

PROVIDES LEADERSHIP, ORGANIZATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF THE
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT TO SUPPORT THE LIBRARY'S ROLE IN MEETING
CAMPUSWIDE INFORMATION NEEDS THAT ARE SUPPORTED BY
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
A.

Supervision and management
. 1

.2

. 3

. 4

Administration
Insures the department is administered in
accordance with approved Library and campus
policies and procedures and that appropriate
documentation is maintained to meet UCSD
standards.
User Services
Insures maintenance of bibliographic systems
operations and user support including operation of
the integrated online library system (IOLS) that
serves both Library staff and the public (multicpu; 1.7 million complex bibliographic records in
a 4.0 gb database; 250 simultaneous users;
supports acquisitions, cataloging, serials
control, circulation, public access (ROGER).
Insures reliable operation and maintenance of the
ROGER and
campus information system (InfoPath).
InfoPath must approach 100% uptime seven days per
week year round).
Technical Services
Provides for Novell systems administration,
networked and standalone database applications
programming, hardware acquisition, network
facilities installation and management (including
cable, connections, routers, terminal servers,
hubs), and end-user technical support for
networked and standalone computer systems (e.g.,
specialized databases and CD-ROM applications),
OCLC cataloging and interlibrary loan system (40+
workstations linked to a very large multiple
mainframe system in Ohio), and Library
administrative systems (LAN supported, five
fileservers, nultiple applications, 500 potential
users).

Projects, Library Data Communications, and
Pacilities Planning
Insures proper management and planning for Library
network and its connection to campus network, and
Library Internet use; serves as resource for and
participates in computerized development projects.

4

As

B.

Resource requirements: develops and manages Systems
Department budget; assists in the development and
management of Librarywide automation budget lines
(approximately $1,000,000 per year); develops long
range automation budget.

C.

Staffing: develops staffing needs as the operating
environment changes and insures that appropriate staff
types and amounts are maintained to fulfill service
obligations.

D.

User services: insures that public systems are reliable
and operational during all defined hours of public
access; determines and controls priorities for service
and insures that Systems Department staff work
effectively with other Library staff and vendors to
provide the best achievable service.

E.

Security and contingency planning: insures that all
Library and computerized systems and data are secure
from all hazards and that functional operations can be
maintained throughout the Library in all but the most
extreme circumstances; maintains a formal contingency
and disaster recovery plan for all library computerized

Needed

systems.
A

F.

Provides evaluative performance reviews for System
Department staff to insure quality; provides and
supports development opportunities for staff.

As
Needed

G.

Develops and maintains appropriate logs and reports
to monitor staff and system performance.

2.

PROVIDES LEADERSHIP FOR THE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE ACCESS TO AND USE OF YLEcTRONIC
INFORMATION SOURCES.
A.

As

3.

Needed

As

4.

Needed

As

5.

Needed

Contributes to the formulation of associated
Librarywide services and policies.

WORKS CLOSELY WITH CAMPUS PEERS AND DEPARTMENTS TO INSURE
EFFECTIVE INTERACTION AND INTERFACES BETWEEN LIBRARY SYSTEMS
AND CAMPUS COMPUTERIZED OPERATIONS, E.G., PAYROLL,
ACCOUNTING, ACADEMIC COMPUTING, AND OTHER
ADMINISTRATIVE/ACADEMIC SYSTEMS.
MONITORS UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SYSTEMWIDE ISSUES
REGARDING COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION RESOURCE
SYSTEMS AND CONTRIBUTES TO IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION OF
TEESE ISSUES.
MAINTAINS AWAMENESS OF NATIONPAL ISSUES REGARDING
COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION RESOURCES SYSTEMS
AND CONTRIBUTES TO IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION OF THESE
ISSUES THROUGH APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES.
4 7

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES

FUNCTION NO.
All

Ability to manage and provide leadership in a
changing environment, strong interpersonal
skills, and the ability to work with Library,
campus, other UC staff, and vendors.

1-3

Successful experience in staff management and
project and operational system management
activities in a library setting that makes use of
computerized resources.

1-3

Ability to organize and establish priorities for
multiple tasks of various complexities and
delegate as appropriate.

All

Demonstrated ability to communicate effectively
both orally and in writing.

1,3

Demonstrated ability to work under the
responsibilities associated with sustaining
superior support of complex systems which serve
large numbers for people.

All

Demonstrated understanding of the computing needs
of a complex academic research library environment.

All

Demonstrated experience in recognizing the need for,
specifying, designing, and implementing complex
and innovative electronic information systems.

ALL

Demonstrated understanding of systems analysis and
programming.

All

Demonstrated understanding of the internal workings
of the hardware and software involved in complex
computer systems.

1-2

Knowledge of library processes, procedures,
and operations and the requirements for their
current and future automation.

All

General knowledge of library, campus, and UC policies, R
procedures, standards, organization, and structure.

Employee
Supervisor

44

Request:

Update of job description

Name:

Deot/Division:

Library/Systems Dent.

Ext:

41235

Unit/Mail code: 0265/0175

Work location:

University Library

Payroll title:

P/A IV

Working title:

NASO (Network and AdCom Services Officer)

Percent of time:

100%

Name of supervisor:

Ext/Mail code:

41237/0175

Payroll titl:

CRM

Duties summary: Coordinates, facilitates and participates in planning and
delivering network services to UCSD Libraries and campus. Directs Network
Facilities and Novell Network managers and Microcomputer Applications
Participates in procurement of hardware, software and premise
Programmer.
facilities to deliver network services and in development and delivery of
Leads quality management activities for process management and
InfoPath.
Develops performance measures
improvement. Assistant Systems Dept. head.
for the network to evaluate customer satisfaction. Performs customer
support including analysis, problem solving and projects. DSA for campus
administrative computing. Develops automation contingency plan and is
Supervises three
member of security and safety council.
Serves
cr.
library
and campus workgrouos and
Programmer/Analysts.
committees.
Special conditions of employmen-:

Physical requirements:
Type cf supervisicn received:

Lrection

Names of those supervised:

Name of employPa
100%
100%
100%

P.-yroll title

P/A II
P/A II
P/A II

Number of those supervised thrcuc'h others:

49

varies - casual sta`t

Functions/tasks:

Freq.
I.

As req'd
It

MANAGEMENT
A.

Coordinates, facilitates and participates in planning and
delivering network services to the UCSD Libraries and the
campus through the development, implementation and support
of network facilities and systems in the libraries.

B.

Directs work of the Network Facilities Manager in planning,
developing, installing and operating network facilities in
the University Library and branch library/campus locations
which are maintained by and for the libraries--includes
electronics, premise wiring, etc.

C.

Directs work of the Novell Network Manager in planning,
developing, installing and operating the Novell network
maintained by and for the libraries--includes five file
servers, remote access facilities, CD ROM server, etc. for
about 350 workstations.

D.

Directs work of the Microcomputer Applications Programmer in
planning, developing, programming and maintaining networked
database applications maintained by and for the libraries-includes primarily administrative software used internally,
e.g., ASAP, SOS, Help Desk, ILL statistics, Public Service
statistics, etc.

E.

Participates in planning, budgeting and procurement of
hardware, software and premise facilities needed to deliver
network services and applications to the libraries.

F.

Participates in the development and delivery of InfoPath by
way of membership on various committees (e.g., Enablers and
EIS) and through related Systems Dept. assignments.

G.

Leads and participates in quality management activities as
employed by the Systems Dept. for process management and
improvement.

H.

Assistant department head--acts for department head when
needed and does other work as assigned.

I.

Develops performance measures related to the operation of
network equipment, software and media in order to evaluate
customer satisfaction with network services and
applications.

II.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
A.

Responds promptly to assigned Help calls in Help Desk
database--task may range from simple to complex depending on
the underlying problems to be resolved or consultation
required.

B.

Analyzes problems or situations related to systems
procedures, services or products which may require
significant coordination and/or substantial resources to
resolve.

C.

Works with other Systems staff and/or library staff on
projects leading to new or improved systems or services.

D.

Departmental Security Administrator--coordinates and
authorizes access to campus administrative computing
services and applications (AdCom Systems) and participates
on various campus committees to develop and implement new
administrative computing interfaces to campus systems.

E.

Bar code labels--maintains controls and records, places
annual call to departments, prepares and places order,
receives and distributes label stock and assures quality.

III. CONTINGENCY PLANNING
As req'd

IV.

As req'd

A.

Develops and coordinates automation contingency plans as
part of library disaster planning covering network and
computing facilities and systems.

B.

Member of LSSC (Library Security and Safety Council)-participates in library disaster planning and has "essential
personnel" designation.

C.

Organizes periodic tests of automation contingency plans to
test and improve readiness.

SUPERVISION
A.

Supervises and assigns work to Programmer/Analysts.

B.

Prepares job expectations on performance standards and work

C.

Reviews and implements assignments.

D.

Recommends new technologies.

E.

Schedules staff.

F.

Consults regularly with supervisees.

')1

As req'd

G.

Conducts unit meetings.

Y/As req. H.

Prepares and conducts staff performance evaluations,
including communicating and discussing the results with
supervisee(s); recommends merit increases and
reclassifications.

As req'd

I.

Has the authority to apply corrective/disciplinary action,
up to discharge of supervisee(s), in consultation with the
Department Head and the Library Personnel Office.

It

J.

Has the authority to resolve supervisee(s)' complaints
and/or requests for grievance or administrative review, in
consultation with the Department Head and the Library
Personnel Office.

II

K.

Recruits and hires personnel in areas related to network
facilities and Novell system operation and management and
programming.

If

L.

Develops or recommends training programs.

V.

As req'd

OTHER RELATED TASKS
A.

Serves on library and campus workgroups and committees
including Systems Dept. PMTs and QITs, Enablers, EIS, DCTUG
(Departmental Computing Technical Users Group), PAAC
(Programmer/Analyst Advisory Committc:e), etc.

B.

Follows accepted quality management principles and practices
as presented in library and campus training sessions.

C.

Handles all library materials according to accepted library
preservation practices as presented in library training
sessions.

As req'd

D.

Abides by rules for safety and security as presented in the
library training sessions.

E.

Performs other work as assigned.

5 2

Function/
/Task

Skills and Knowledge

All

Comprehensive knowledge of university library functions,
activities and operations.

All

In depth knowledge of and experience with library
automation.

All

Current working knowledge of and experience with networks,
computing and data communications.

I,II,III,V.A

Knowledge of Novell Netware, TCP/IP, SNMP, LAN and broadband
technology, DOS, Windows, Macintosh, UNIX and MVS and their
use and application in the library environment.

I,II,III,V.A

Knowledge of systems design including interfaces,
applications and databases.

I,II,V.A

I,II,III,V.A

Knowledge of and ability to program in one or more of the
COBOL, ALGOL, PL/I, PASCAL, C, C++.
following:
Ability to analyze and solve complex problems.

All

Ability to communicate clearly orally and in writing.

I.B-D

Ability to manage technical staff.

I.B-D,IV
I,II.C-D,III,
V.A-B

I,II,V.A-B

Ability to supervise staff effectively.
Knowledge of project management principles.
Knowledge of TQM principles and process analysis.

All

Ability to work effectively with a diverse staff.

All

Effective interpersonal communication skills.

I,II.C-D,V.A-B Ability to provide leadership and direction in a team
environment.
I.B-D,IV,V
All

Knowledge of UCSD and Library personnel policies and
procedures.
Knowledge of UC organization, policies and procedures.
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Function/Task

Freq.
.

A.

PLANNING AND DESIGN
Participates in overall
planning.

;

library

systems

librariuns,
analyz,- library rs-ed.
as assion
.r-ves on libl:ary and camps ccmmittee

w.hh

sys7.-em, analvs1'3

pcfpate.:, in national level electronic discussic;n:,
infprticn retrieval technl-c-:
:nvesr'caes reohnioal feacirlity of options ar:i
prc_posals.

-ropose- shcrt-ter and lsng-term solutions utilizin::
current and emerging technologies.
P'ans and creparec for fu:ure cl:av,---lopent of g'ohall:
accessible network information resources.
B.

and develops new systems/subsystems
which enhance library and campuswide access to
network information.
campus, and nanal.
wlth appropriate

Designs

c:oups to gather infsrmation re:.Third to des:gn

and develop specificicns.
An:alyzes information and develops solutions based on
librar'y and campus needs and exis:ing resourcef,.
iota
Dt,..:s_lcns data management utilities which autcmare the

f

of information from local 7.: msre global modes of acoer
ne-_work infprmaci:n r,,:trieval interfaces

thc performance of individual clent ret
and cal-.b'licies.
2.

A.

(2
DEVELOPMENT
Installs and implements vendor supplied, and
public domain resources to support and enhance the
performance of library systems.

and

:f
1::

:nf

B.

Modifies

existing

..

systems.

::::.....

;
C

Enables

-

'.;

'-'

of

!.

access

to

'16

network

information

resources

1

Works closely with alotal netoLk
ciov,

:

fi archL.-:,,,,

and datat:-,ses.

C.7-n'u1ts with.cther technloal developers and man::aerL.

levels cf the university community t0 determine
opportunitiez: to epand the general correr.t
d
usefulness of InfoPath.
Works closely with campus peers anj departmnts
ineraction and interfacec. tetwr! Inf0Path a!'j
other campus computerizei systers.
a'

Custom or

local development

De'..elops and enhances automated sycte:-:: an

for acquirinc and managing c'ata c.ine
fr=
information prcviders.

p:-ccedure.:-

-r 2..fePath

Develcos custom'zable Graphj,-al
software for rr:vidincl
tc
sys:em
g:
-e,,urcec.

Develops utilies ansi prd,:rez
res':.dndinc to changes in the availa:..11--

alohally distributed netwdrk resour.
3

.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

InfoPath

cncc.inc

V.ana:.:eF

:

infc:.matic,n fr= campus provId.c.
and pr

Y.ain:ainE autemate.-1 system

an:
r

:"..1

4

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND JSER ASSISTANCE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
57

i

C.

Meets with vendors and attends seminars and wcrk-how

!

updnte ski21s and know1edc(-2.
F:yste:nr:

:..-:. :1

c.:=ter.
LI

InI,Pa.._fl

Es.lanning.

Helr, 2c.sk red.dests.

Assists library szaff in making effective u::2:
computinc reso..:rces.

jctr

Assists library staff in general programming
assigned.
H.

Provides both library and campuswide technical assis':..hcr.-

in accessing global network information

Orcanizes and participates in the delivery cf
presentations.
J.

5.

Assists in the preparaticn and disse:;.ination ci
dr)cumentatic,n for library systems.

WORKLEADER

(5)

Hires employee(s) in conjunction with imm.edit.,Screens applicants, interview:,
cdpervisor.

and particiates in selec:ion decisions.
Trains and assians wdrk t. new and continl,:ind
s.,:pervise(s), prcvid(-: exi,ectations on perf..r-:

recc=endatins ccf.cerninc mrit
reclassificatins.
Programmer An:,.lyst(s) develcpind and ehh.-..h.

database,
systm:;.

client/server,

6

.

SOFTWARE RESOURCE SUPPORT

frec..

;

)

in 17catinc, acqd:rinc:ni

a

acce!tc

:

throi:(In ln:

and en:,

ahd
,

d.7
-:7,

:

1-

:

i..

.,.,

:

Manages the safe storage, backup, organization, and
aeneral accessibility of s7,ftware collected.
7

.

OTHER RELATED FUNCTIONS

(

)

cther

:

al' l'brary
library preservation pracl.:

accirdLn; tc
as preser.ted in lihri::

trainir..g sessions.

Participates in the Library Systems Quality Manacemen
methods and techniques.
Abides by rules for safe:y and security as present.:.
the library training sessicns.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

5q

SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE

&

Selection
Importance

Funct./Task

In:

retrieva:
Extensive kn:w7..,,-do., of global nerwc,rk

developmen'zs 'n Internet access tools.
Thcrogh kno.::led..3e of, and experience wl-L'n
D3S, and Windc,.ws opera-..ing
their a...imihistra:'on.

owled,-;e of campi:er netwcrkinQ princiles,
an..i file syste:ns

c::

Un'x,

e....viro=en!-s,

cf
.

R

Ex:er,sLye know:,=!-'

crcaram- .n.j.

:.:'=.

::,

the C,

of a wIde range cf
es in mul-,:iple cperain

environmen:s.

knowlge of Graphical
design principls.
cf

pericherais and
of

ir=
kn:w1.-2

z..

AbiT

1.7y

.

to d:1(

2--

cth(2:

60

'::-:-..1-.7-.

POSITION DESCRIPITON

DEPT/DIVISION: SYSTMIS DEPARTMENT
POSITION ID NO.: 0265-0180-5Y
REQUISITION NO.: N/A
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Approved Payroll Title:
AFSCM
Personnel Program
CX
EDUI Designation

Eff Date:

:

DEPARTMENT REOUEST FOR:
Proposed Title:
Date Received:
EMPLOYEE
Name

-

Payroll Title: COICPUTER RESOURCE SPECIALIST II
Telephone
4-2530 Mail Code: 0175T
:
SUPERVISOR

: Roberta Corbin
Payroll Title: Computing Resources Manager (A&PS6)
4-1287 Mail Code: 0175T
:
Telephone
Name

POSITION INFORMNTION
: CENTRAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Work Location
End Date of Appointment: INDEF
: CAREER
Appointment Type
Percentage of Time: 100 Conflict of Interest Designation:NO
Schedule

TYPE OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED
General Direction
SUPERVIS:ON

Computer Resource Spec.I
Computer Resource Spec.I
4 parttime students Data Prcc. Prod. Coord.

100%
100%

Casual

----DUTIES .571414ARY

Responsible for the management and coordination of the daily
operations of the library bibliographic system (InnoPac) and
Analyzes both bibliographic systems
automated help desk system.
and library systems problems and resolves or forwards as
appropriate for resolution. Provides consulting and
instructibnal support to staff, including recommending solutions
Provides
and guiding users in the use of network-based systems.
in
hardware, software and general consultations
microcomputer/office automation applications. Develops and
prepares documentation to simplify library network
troubleshooting techniques and bibliographic systems management.
Provides input and analysis for planning, staffing and budgeting.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
Provides after hour on-call emergency support by telephone and
Works in machine room when necessary.
terminal as required.
Subject to occasional overtime and call back.

BEST COPY AVAil. ABLE

I u
6 1

Freq.

Function/task
(20%)
I. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Participates in overall library systems department
Works to identify areas for development
planning.
and executes projects to ensure quality service.

A. Works with appropriate staff to gather
information required to design and improve
existing systems used in the department.

B. Develops and prepares documentation to simplify
library network troubleshooting techniques and
bibliographic systems management.
C. Develops and maintains necessary procedures,
forms, and logs to identify, route, control and
resolve problems.
D. Recommends procedural changes to address
recurring problems.

E. Assists department head in the problem
management process. Monitors problem activity,
conducts trend analys4s, and performs periodic
surveys to ensure acz:eptable service is
maintained.

F. Maintains awareness of resources and tools that
are available to effectively apply new knowledge.
G. Provides management with data for historical
analysis in order to measure the systems,
H. Attends conferences, meetings, reads current
literature and meets with vendors to continually
update knowledge.
(15%)
2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Manages and coordinate.; the daily operations of
the library bibliographic system.

A. Oversees use of system and coordination of
maintenance, security, production, problem
solving, down time, etc.
B. Assists with the coordination of activities on
other systems including Melvyl, Infopath, and
OCLC.

C. Assists in the maintaining overall integrity of
system data.
D. Performs analysis to diagnose problems and
interacts with vendors to resolve problems or
refers them as appropriate.

2

Freq.

Function/task

E. Reports problems to other shifts using
appropriate logs.
F. Schedules system usage for special projects and
searches as requested by library staff using
online systems.
G. Assists in coordinating software upgrades and/or
special projects on system as needed by the
library.

H. Runs statistical reports needed by the library
for management purposes.
(20%)
3. HELP DESK MANAGEKENT
Coordinates the help desk functions to provide
effective and efficient control over the reporting,
tracking, and resolution of problems, installations,
etc. associated with the library automation
environment

A. Supervises and trains help desk staff in the
problem reporting procedures (e.g. identifying
nature of problem, applying corrective action,
possible prevention application, etc.)
B. Follows-up daily on outstanding problems.
C. Tracks follow-up on old problems.
D. Performs root cause analysis of problems.
E. Maintains Help Desk policies and procedures.
F. Maintains history of problems and resolutions.

G. Recommends procedures and methods to improve
the automated help desk system as required.
H. Prepares monthly management reports.
(15%)
4. SUPERVISION
Supervises staff in unit which performs various
computer operations and provides user support to
staff in the daily operations of the library
bibliographic system and automated problem
management system (Help Desk).

As
req'd

A. Hires employees in conjunction with immediate
Screens applicants, interviews
supervisor.
candidates and makes selection decisions.
B. Trains and assigns work to new and continuing
staff. Provides expectations on performance
3

j

3

Freq.

Function/task
standards, university procedures, and work rules.
C. Prepares and conducts evaluations of performance,
including communication and discussions of
results with the supervisees.

D. Schedules staff in the Operations Unit to
insure coverage of the required hours of
operation.
E. Makes recommendations concerning merit increases
and reclassifications.
As

req'd

As

reg'd

As

F. Has the authority to apply corrective/
disciplinary action, up to discharge in
consultation with the department head and with
the Staff Personnel Office.
G. Has the authority to resolve supervisee's
complaints and/or request for grievance or
administrative review, in consultation with the
department head and with the Staff Personnel
Office..
H. Updates job description cards as required.

req'd
(25%)
5. TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND USER SUPPORT
Maintains current knowledge of InnoPac, various
computer equipment, data communications and systems
used in the library sufficient to fulfill
first-level troubleshooting, problem solving and.
user support.

A. Attends conferences, seminars, meetings, and
reads current literature to continually update
knowledge.
B. Acts as a central point of contact for library
staff in their daily use of library systems.
C. Assists in the resolution of software and
hardware problems.
D. Provides technical assistance to library staff on
Innopac, microcomputer networking and
communications issues.
E. Performs rudimentary functions of the network
specialist when required.

1)4

4

Freq.

Function/task
F. Provides quick responsiveness to and resolution
of user questions and problems.
6. OTaER RELATED FUNCTIONS

(5%)

A. Assists InnoPac Coordinator with the coordination
of system setup and problem solv.I.ng.

B. Performs other duties as assigned per
classification.

C. Participates in Library Systems Quality
Management methods and techniques.
D. Handles all library materials according to
accepted library preservation practices as
presented in the library training sessions.
E. Abides by rules for safety and security as
presented in the library training sessions.

5

SKELLS AND KNOWLEDGE
Selection
Import.

Funct./Taskf
Strong dedication to quality customer service.

1-6

R

Sensitivity to customer needs.

1-6

R

Superior telephone etiquette.

1-6

R

Ability to handle high level of customer interaction.

2-6

Strong interpersonal skills including tact, diplomacy
and flexibility.

1-6

Ability to effectively communicate (both verbally and in
writing)
and describe system conditions to both the
user community and technical personnel.

1-6

Ability to be assertive and control conversation when
necessary to gather relevant information.

1-6

Strong problem-solving skills.

1-6

Sound judgement and decision making ability.

1-6

Strong initiative and assertiveness.

1-6

Strong attention to detail and organization.

1-6

Ability to plan and organize work in an efficient manner.

1-6

Ability to work well under stress and time pressures.

1-6

Ability to schedule and organize work in such a way
as to meet required gzmdlines.

1-6

Skill in recognizing system error conditions and
applying logic and experience in rectifying them.

1-6

Analytical skills in troubleshooting and diagnosing
problems with software and hardware.

1-6

Detailed knowledge of maintenance functions on and
use of the InnoPac systems.

2-6

Detailed knowledge of other library automated systems
sufficient to do troubleshooting.

1-6

Knowledge and skill in the use of, and in training others
in the use of small microcomputer systems and various
software packages for wordprocessing, database management
systems, spreadsheets, and operating systems.

1-6

Detailed knowledge of peripheral hardware used with
systems sufficient to operate and perform troubleshooting.

1-5
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6
rt.

Knowledge of computer interface media, data communications, 1-5
storage and backup devices and utilities* sufficient for
systems maintenance and to resolve or refer problems
appropriately.
Knowledge of the MARC record structure and OCLC as used
for cataloging sufficient for troubleshooting and
referring problems as appropriate.

2-6

Knowledge of the computer architecture of IBM PC/XT/AT,
386, and 486 for use, troubleshooting, and referral.

2-6

Knowledge and skill in the use of Dos, Windows, Novell
Netware, and Unix operating systems to sufficient to
provide instructions in the use of and to perform basic
troubleshooting.

2-5

Knowledge and skill in the library segmented Ethernet
to instruct, monitor, detect, resolve and refer problems
as appropriate.

2-5

Knowledge and skill in the use of Sun workstations and
network resource software to instruct, monitor, detect,
resolve and refer problems as appropriate.

2-5

Knowledge and skill in the use of terminal servers to
instruct, monitor, detect, resolve and refer problems
as appropriate.

2-5

Skill in network monitoring and protocol analysis of
TCP/IP protocol suite (IP, TCP, FTP, SMTP) to instruct,
monitor, detect, and refer problems for solutions.

2-5

Knowledge of library and campus policies, procedures,
organization and structure.

1-6

General knowledge of library preservation principles.

6
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POSITION DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Approved Payroll Title:
Personnel Program
EDUI Designation

Eff. Date:

DEPARTMENT REQUEST FOR:
Proposed Title:
Date Received:
EMPLOYEE
Name
Payroll Title: Senior Electronics Technician
Telephone
:
4-6371 Mail Code: 0175T
SUPERVISOR
Name
: Roberta Corbin
Payroll Title: Computing Resources Manager (A&PS6)
Telephone
4-1287 Mail Code: 0175T
:

POSITION INFORMATION
Work Location
CENTRAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS
End Date of Appointment: INDEF
Appointment Type : CAREER
Percentage of Time: 100 Conflict of Interest Designation: NO
:

Schedule

TYPE OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED
General Direction
SUPERVISION
WorkleAder
L.A.III (Reclass requested)
3 parttime students Dev.Tech.II

100%
Casual

DUTIES SUMMARY

Manages the Systems Dept. technical support unit including the
facility and the staff, coordinates assignments, schedules work
within the unit, with other Systems Dept. units, and with all other
Coordinates the outsourcing of repairs, and
Library departments.

works with

the Help

Desk staff to

insure smooth operation.

Acts as
troubleshoots,
and repairs equipment.
workleader for technical support staff including participating in
hiring, training,
evaluating, and disciplining as required.
Instructs and advises Library staff on the correct use and
maintenance of computer equipment. Works with other Systems staff
to plan and coordinate the installation of data communications
Acts as backup to the purchasing personnel and carries
devices.
out other tasks as needed per classification.
Diagnoses,

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
May be required to work occasional
overtime.

69

o

evenings,

weekends,

and

Freq.

Function/Task

The Systems Dept. provides support for over 350
networked PCs and Macintoshes and 250 terminals
plus a wide range of peripheral equipment including
printers, barcodes readers, scanners, and CD ROMs.
Software support includes WordPerfect,
FoxPro,

cc:Mail and other packages available on a Novell
network.
The technical support unit also provides
hardware support for the Library's turnkey Innopac
Systems
staff
bibliographic
system.
must
understand the hardware and software which makes it
local,
possible for Library staff to access
national, and international resources across the
campus network and the Internet.
1.

MANAGES THE SYSTEMS DEPT. TECHNICAL SUPPORT UNIT
(35%)

Manages and coordinates the daily operations of the
technical support unit.
A.

Manages,

coordinates,

and

assigns

the

scheduled work to meet estimated completion
B.

C.

dates.
Insures that all equipment installed or moved
gets entered into the LOC ID inventory
database.

Insures that technical support staff update
Help
database records
promptly and
accurately to reflect the current status of
the

jobs.
D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

Works closely with the Systems Help Desk staff
to communicate and coordinate activities and
insure smooth operation and customer feedback.
Insures that jobs get referred to appropriate
Systems dept. units as needed.
Assigns technical support staff to other
Systems units (e.g., Novell network, network
facilities) as appropriate for specific tasks.
Organizes and maintains the technical support
workroom.
Coordinates the outsourcing of repairs to
outside vendors as appropriate and works with

the Systems purchasing unit to evaluate and
select outside vendors for equipment repairs.
Insures appropriate supplies of spare parts
J.
K.

and equipment are stocked.
Organizes and provides staff for installation
projects as needed.
Works with Library departments and other
Systems units to plan, coordinate and schedule
moves and major shifts of equipment to insure
that equipment is assigned appropriately and
will function correctly.

2.

COMPUTER HARDWARE INSTALLATION AND REPAIR (30%)
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.
F.

3.

Diagnoses and troubleshoots computer hardware
and software malfunctions.
Coordinates with library staff to facilitate
hardware repairs.
equipment on site or in repair
Repairs
facility, as required.
Installs new microcomputer and peripheral
hardware and software within Central and
branch libraries.
Re-configures existing hardware and software
as required to meet changing requirements.
Monitors, updates, and maintains Help Desk
database regarding jobs assigned as directed
by Library Systems policy.

WORRLEADER (15%)

Supervises staff in unit which performs various
technical support functions including installation
and troubleshooting of hardware and software,
repair of hardware, and building specialized cables
to connect equipment.
A.

Trains and assigns work to new and continuing

B.

staff.
Schedules
needed.

C.

D.

staff

to

insure

coverage

as

Hires employees in conjunction with immediate
Screens applicants, interviews
supervisor.
candidates and makes selection decisions.
performance
expectations
on
Communicates
standards, university procedures, and work
rules.

E.

A

F.

As
Needed

G.

As
Needed

H.

As
Needed

I.

Assists supervisor in preparing and conducting
standards,
of
performance
evaluations
rules,
and
work
procedures,
university
including communicating and discussing results
with staff.
makes
supervisor
with
coordination
In
recommendations concerning merit increases and
reclassifications.
In consultation with the department head, with
the Staff Personnel Office, and in conformance
with the university, policy and/or labor
agreement, recommends corrective/disciplinary
action, up to discharge.
Assists supervisor in resolving staff

complaints and/or requests for grievance or
administrative review, in consultation with
the department head and with Staff Personnel
Office.

In consultation with supervisor updates job
description cards as required.
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3.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND USER ASSISTANCE (10%)
A.

B.

4.

Instructs and advises library staff, at all
levels, in the correct use and maintenance of
automated equipment.
Provides technical training on proper use and
care of specific hardware and peripherals.

LIBRARY SYSTEMS INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (5%)
A.

Configures and installs data communications
devices including ports and cabling.

B.

M.

Builds cable paths to provide phone service
from telecommunications demark to workstation.

5.

OTHER RELATED FUNCTIONS (5%)
A.

Acts as backup to Systems Dept.

purchasing

personnel.
B.

Maintains current knowledge of new computer
and communications hardware and software by
reading books, magazines, and journal and

C.

Assists Help Desk staff with recording and

interaction with vendor contacts.

scheduling responses to Help Desk requests.
D.

Participates in the Library Systems Quality
Management methods and techniques.

E.

F.

As
Needed

G.

Handles all library materials according to
accepted library preservation practices as
presented in the library training sessions.
Abides by rules for safety and security as
presented in the library training sessions.
Other tasks as assigned per classification.

/2

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
Selection

Funct./Task/

Import.
R

Ability to work well in a team environment.

1-5

R

Strong dedication to quality customer service.

1-5

R

Ability to develop and maintain excellent interpe:7sonal
relations with end-users at all locations.

1-5

Knowledge of data and telecommunications industry standards 1,3-4
and UCSD Library implementation.
Knowledge of digital and analog electronic theory.

1-5

Ability to operate electronic test equipment (e.g.,
multimeters and time domain reflectometer).

1,3

Analytical skill in troubleshooting and diagnosing problems 1,3-4
with equipment and ability to take appropriate action.
Skill in the use of a variety of small and specialized
hand tools.

1,3

Effective written and oral communication.

1-5

Ability to learn and effectively assimilate and apply
new technical information.

1-5

Knowledge of quality principles and ability to apply the
techniques.

1-5

Ability to communicate with individuals and groups.

1-5

Ability to maintain regular attendance and be dependable.

1-5

Knowledge of campus and library networks to
assist users and troubleshoot the Library segments.
Knowledge of campus and library policies, procedures,
organization and structure.

1-5

Knowledge and skill in the use of Innopac, Novell, terminal 1-4
servers, and an ethernet TCP/IP network sufficient to
monitor the systems and do basic troubleshooting.
General knowledge of library preservation principles.

1-5

Knowledge and skill in the use of Dos, Windows, Novell
Netware, and Apple operating systems sufficient to use
and do basic troubleshooting.

1-5

Ability to read blueprints and CAD drawings and determine

1,3-4
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location of network and equipment based on those drawings.
R

Ability to read schematic drawings to troubleshoot
electronic equipment.

1,3-4

R

Ability to organize facilities and staff to accomplish
tasks and meet deadlines.

1,3

R

Ability to work under pressure.

1,3

POSITION DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Approved Payroll Title:
Personnel Program
AFSCM
EDUI Designation
CX
:

Eff. Date:

:

DEPARTMENT REQUEST FOR:
Proposed Title:
Date Received:

Name

EMPLOYEE

Payroll Title: DATA PROCESSING PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
Telephone
:
4-1284 Mail Code: 0175T
SUPERVISOR
Name
Payroll Title: Computing Resources Manager (A&P56)
Telephone
4-1287 Mail Code: 0175T
:

POSITION INFORMATION
Work Location
CENTRAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Appointment Type
CAREER/CASUAL End Date of Appointment: INDEF
Percentage of Time: 50/50 Conflict of Interest Designation: NO
Schedule
:

:

TYPE OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED
Direction
SUPERVISION
None
DUTIES SUMMARY
Monitors library computer systems and equipment (e.g.,Innopac,
Novell, terminal servers and general network activity). Monitors
and works on the Help Desk. Enters requests for help received
through email or via the telephone into the Help Desk Database;
gathers additional information as needed; troubleshoots and solves
or assigns calls/problems as appropriate; sends confirmations of
calls received and confirmation of jobs completed to department
contacts. Programs and maintains programming code for Location-ID
Equipment Inventory Database; collects and maintains inventory and
configuration data on all automation equipment for the Library.
Produces lists, disk files, and forms of records for various
Library users and transmission via FTP to outside agencies. Loads

and converts records received on tape/diskettes from various
sources. Maintains current knowledge of the systems, PCs, Novell
network, and network facilities to provide user assistance.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

Provides after hour on-call emergency support by telephone as
required.
Works in machine room when necessary.
Subject to
occasional overtime and call back.

Freq.

Function/Task
1.

HELP DESK FUNCTIONS (30%)
Performs functions of help desk request
assimilation, problem resolution, call assignment,
Helps to coordinate
and help desk communication.
help desk functions and database maintenance.
A.

Takes incoming problem requests associated
and
peripheral
computers
software,
with
devices, including printers, modems, CD-ROM,
and input devices; Library systems (e.g.,
Innopac, Novell); and the network facilities.
Enters information from request into the Help
Desk database for approximately 300 staff
using 350 PCs and Macintoshes, 250 terminals,
and 400 printers.

B.

first level problem resolution.
Clears busy records and blocked processes,
resets ports, checks for incorrect system

Initiates

setups and resets to correct settings, checks
for damaged system files, checks for loose or
improper hardware connections, and checks for
common network errors. Analyzes and resolves
problems with both bibliographic systems and
library systems. If problem resolution is
to
calls
assigns
complete,
still
not
call
for
staff
technical
appropriate
completion.
C.

Using established quality service techniques,

responds to assigned service calls from the
Help Desk database to ensure customer requests
Makes
are met as required by priority.
regular updates to the Help Desk database to
reflect current status of various calls.
D.

2.

Sends confirmations of calls entered and those
and
contacts
departmental
to
completed
resolves problems as needed.

(25%)
COMPUTER OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS
Helps with coordination and performance of daily
operations of, as well as computer system
maintenance of, the library bibliographic system.
A.

Assists in the management and coordination of
the daily operations of Innopac, the UCSD
online catalog system.

B.

Monitors the Innopac system, which resides on
two UNIX-based machines and is accessed over
an
ethernet
TCP/IP
network,
to
ensure
continuous and smooth operation and uniform
access.

C.

Responsible for coordinating, updating and
generating reports using a FoxPro database
all
Innopac user
access
which contains
authorization records.

D.

operations
maintenance
(backup,
Performs
logging,
running
system
checks,
purging
records, etc) to maintain needed records for
troubleshooting
and
meeting
licsp
Audit
standards.

E.

Assists with hardware and software maintenance
and repair with Library Systems technical

support staff, library staff and the system
vendor (Innovative Interfaces, Inc.).
F.

Loads records received on tape into the system
(e.g.,
serials
invoice
tapes,
cataloged
bibliographic records,
authority records).
Converts records as needed.

G.

Transmits files using FTP
(file
transfer
protocol) to DLA (monographs and serials) to
update Melvyl.
Communicates with DLA to
resolve
the
arising
with
any
problems
transfer.

H.

Downloads information from Innopac; inputs
data into statistical spread sheet (SC4) and
generates reports calculating system usage.

I.

Using a UNIX-based machine monitors status of
terminal servers and PC Hubs (as well as
various other network devices) which support
eight library branches as well as central
library. Troubleshoots and resolves or refers
network problems as appropriate.

J.

Responsible for maintaining IP address-toEthernet address (BOOTP) tables for all library
networked equipment across multiple IP subnets.

3.

INVENTORY CONTROL FUNCTIONS (15%)
Responsible for database maintenance as well as
report generation from library's automation
equipment inventory program. Helps form policy for
inventory control and improvements in current
inventory process.
-

4.

A.

Maintains LOCATION ID (LOC-ID) Database
designed to track physical location, local
configuration, network configuration and
specific data about all automation equipment
throughout the library for inventory and
management purposes. Responsible for
maintaining database integrity.

B.

Collects and maintains inventory data for the
LOC-ID Database. Labels all librarS7 automation
equipment with LOC-ID and Device ID barcode
labels (generated from LOC-ID Database code).
Updates database to indicate all movement of
library automation equipment.

C.

Writes, develops and produces general and
specific inventory and statistical reports from
LOC-ID Database.

D.

Helps form policy and procedure for
maintenance, use and training for use of
LOC-ID databases and for the general library
automation equipment inventory process.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND USER ASSISTANCE (10%)

Maintain's working knowledge of various library
systems, network communications, software packages
and hardware devices as well as strong interpersonal
skills to provide first-level troubleshooting,
problem solving and user support.
A.

Maintains current knowledge of bibliographic
hardware
and
uses
general
systems'
configurations in order to provide user and
vendor assistance and direction in regard to
those
of
raintenance
the
operation
and
systems.

B.

Maintains current knowledge of PC software
set-ups and uses as well as hardware
configurations for use in performing
responsibilities and for providing user
assistance and support.

C.

Maintains current knowledge required by job to

be able to trouble shoot problems users are
experiencing related to the Library's Novell
ethernet TCP/IP network and Innopac
LAN,
bibliographic systems for trouble-shooting or
referring problems.

5.

COMPUTER PRODUCT PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION (10%)
Trained in efficient use of computer software,
hardware and printing devices for production and
distribution of various reports and other computer
products.
A.

Generates statistical reports frdm Help Desk
database, LOC-ID database, SC4 and Innopac.

B.

Produces and distributes or oversees the
production and distribution of various Innopac

reports and products (e.g.,purchase orders,
and
list
headings
order
claims,
new
circulation notices).
6.
1,1

OTHER RELATED FUNCTIONS (10%)
A.

Creates and distributes the monthly calendar
of Innopac scheduled tasks and projects using
PC-based software.

B.

Develops and maintains multi-user programming
code for the LOC-ID database and the Innopac
Users Access database programs written/compiled
in FoxPro2.

C.

Participates in the Library Systems Quality
Management nethods and techniques.

D.

Handles all library materials according to
accepted library preservation practices as
presented in the library training sessions.

E.

Abides by rules for safety and security as
presented in the library training sessions.

F.

Other tasks as assigned per classification.

9

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

Funct./Task#

Selection
Import.
Ability tO work well in a team environment.

1-6

Strong dedication to quality cu stomer service.

1-6

High self-motivation and self-discipline. Ability to
work independently and meet deadlines in an environment
of multiple and changing priorities.

1-6

Ability to develop and maintain excellent interpersonal
relations with end-users at all locations.

1-6

Knowledge of quality principles and ability to apply .6he
techniques.

1-4

Ability to communicate with individuals and with groups.

1-6

Ability to maintain regular attendance and to be dependable.1-2
R

Ability to maintain confidentiality.

1-2

Knowledge and skill in the use of microcomputers
and various software packages for woLdprocessing,
database management, spreadsheets, communications and
others as needed sufficient for use and basic
troubleshooting.

1-6

Knowledge and understanding of the basic principles of
computer programming, boolean logic and database
maintenance.

1-4, 6

Basic knowledge of the various components and
configurations of common microcomputers, peripheral
devices, printers and network equipment.

1-4

Skill in recognizing system error conditions and applying
logic and experience in rectifying them.

1-2, 4-5

Knowledge of campus and library networks to assist users
and troubleshoot.

1-2, 4-5

Knowledge of campus and library policies, procedures,
organization and structure.

1-6

Knowledge and skill in the use of Innopac, Novell, terminal 1-2, 4
servers, and an ethernet TCP/IP network sufficient to
monitor the systems and do basic troubleshooting.
General knowledge of library rules for safety and security.1-6

80

R

General knowledge of library preservation principles.

1-6

R

Knowledge of general troubleshooting techniques.

1-5

R

Ability to assimilate information from various symptomatic
problems and to logically deduce probable problem causes.

1-6

R

Understandina of physical and-logical layout of
magnetic tapes.

P.

Familiarity with FTP (file transfer protocol) sufficient to 1-2
send and receive files.

P.

Knowledge and skill in the use of Dos, Windows, Novell
Netware, and Unix sufficient to use and do basic
troubleshooting.

_
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1-6

POSITION DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
Approved Payroll Title:
Personnel Program
EDUI Designation

Eff. Date:

DEPARTMENT REQUEST FOR:
Proposed Title: Electronics Technician Trainee
Date Received:

EMPLOYEE
Name
Payroll Title: L.A. III
: 4-6371 Mail Code: 0175T
Telephone
SUPERVISOR
Name

Payroll Title: Computing Resources Manager (A&P56)
: 4-1287 Mail Code: 0175T
Telephone

POSITION INFORMATION
CENTRAL LIBRARY SYSTEMS
Work Location
End Date of Appointment: INDEF
Appointment Type : CAREER
Percentage of Time: 100 Conflict of Interest Designation: NO
Schedule
:

TYPE OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED
Close Supervision
SUPERVISION
None
DUTIES SUMMARY
Under close supervision installs, troublshoots, and repairs a wide
range of Library automation equipment. Makes recommendations for
replacement or outside vendor repair as appropriate. Assists with
maintaining the CAD drawings of the library facilities and network
to insure the ability to add new equipment and track problems with
as little disruption to other users as possible. Assists with the
Provides technical
inventory control of automated equipment.

support and instruction to library staff as needed for them to
access the resouces they need to do their work.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
May be required to work occasional
overtime.

evenings,

weekends,

and

Freq.

Function/Task

The Systems Dept. provides support for over 350
networked PCs and Macinstoshes and 250 terminals
of
peripheral equipment.
wide
range
a
Software supported includes WordPerfect, FoxPro,
cc:Mail and other packages available on a Novell
staff must understand the
Systems
network.
hardware and software which make it possible for
national, and
Library staff to access local,
international resouces -7:ross the campus network

plus

and through the Internet.
1.

COMPUTER HARDWARE INSTALLATION AND REPAIR (50%)
A.
B.
C.

D.

E.
F.
G.

2.

INVENTORY CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT (30%)
A.
B.

C.
D.

3.

Diagnoses and troubleshoots computer hardware
and software malfunctions.
Coordinates with library staff to facilitate
hardware repairs.
Repairs equipment on site or in repair
facility, as required.
Installs new microcomputer and peripheral
hardware and software within Central and
branch libraries.
Builds specialized cables to connect equipment
as beeded by customer.
Re-configures existing hardware and software
as required to meet changing requirements.
Monitors, updates, and maintains Help Desk
database regarding jobs assigned as directed
by Library Systems policy.

Maintains records of description and location
of automation equipment.
Assigns and updates location IDs using the LOC
ID database to provide technical information
for troubleshooting and inventory control to
meet UCSD audit standards.
Maintains CAD drawings that show location IDs
corresponding to physical location.
Produces departmental inventories using LOC ID
database information at regular intervals to
meet Library and UCSD audit standards.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT (10%)
A.

Instructs and advises library staff, at all
levels, in the correct use and maintenance of

B.

automated equipment.
Provides technical training on proper use and
care of specific hardware and peripherals.

84

4.

LIBRARY SYSTEMS INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (5%)
A.
B.

Configures and installs data communications
devices including ports and cabling.
meet
to
connectors
and
cables
Builds
Library's
of
the
requirements
specialized
network environment.

C.

M.

5.

. e,nwot

Builds cable paths to provide phone service
from telecommunications demark to workstation.

OTHER RELATED FUNCTIONS (5%)

W

A.

W

B.

W

C.

D

D.

D

E.

As
Needed

F.

Maintains current knowledge of new computer
and communications hardware and software by
reading books, magazines, and journal and
interaction with vendor contacts.
Assists Help Desk staff with recording and
scheduling responses to Help Desk requests.
Participates in the Library Systems Quality
Management methods and techniques.
Handles all library materials according to
accepted library preservation practices as
presented in the library training sessions.
Abides by rules for safety and security as
presented in the library training sessions.
Other tasks as assigned per classification.

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

Selection

Funct./Taski

Import.
P.

Ability to work well in a team environment.

1-5

R

Strong dedication to quality customer service.

1-5

Ability to develop and maintain excellent interpersonal
relations with end-users at all locations.

1-5

P.

Knowledge of data and telecommunications industry standards 1,3-4
and UCSD Library implementation.
P.

P.

P.

Knowledge of digital and analog electronic theory.

1-5

Ability to operate electronic test equipment (i.e.,
multimeters, and oscilloscope).

1,3

Analytical skill in troubleshooting and diagnosing problems 1,3-4
with equipment and ability to take appropriate action.
Skill in the use of a variety of small and specialized
hand tools.

1,3

Effective written and oral communication.

1-5

Ability to learn and effectively assimilate and apply
new technical information.

1-5

Knowledge of quality principles and ability to apply the
techniques.

1-5

P.

Ability to communicate with individuals and groups.

1-5

P.

Ability to maintain regular attendance and be dependable.

1-5

Knowledge of campus and library networks to
assist users and troubleshoot the Librar segments.

1-3

Knowledge of campus and library policies, procedures,
organization and structure.

1-5

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

Knowledge and skill in the use of Innopac, Novell, terminal 1-4
servers, and an ethernet TCP/IP network sufficient to
monitor the systems and do basic troubleshooting.
General knowledge of library preservation principles.

1-5

Knowledge and skill in the use of Dos, Windows, Novell
Netware, and Apple operating systems sufficient to use
and do basic troubleshooting.

1-5

Ability to read blueprintw and CAD drawings and determine
location of network and equipment based on those drawings.

1,3-4

Ab3lity to read schematic drawings to troubleshoot
electronic equipment.

1,3-4

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT BOULDER
POSITION DESCRIPTION
SYSTEMS LIBRARIAN

JOB SUMMARY:
The Systems Librarian is a tenure-track faculty
position reporting to the Assistant Director for Administration.
The Systems Librarian works closely with the Libraries
Administrative Cabinet and Council in coordinating, overseeing
and developing all aspects of library automation and telecommunications.
The Systems Librarian serves as a liaison with
various agencies for testing, implementation, and ongoing
operations of automated systems. These include the Colorado
Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL), the Bibliographical Center
for Research (BCR), OCLC, and the campus Computing and Network
Services and Telecommunication Services.
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.

Provides leadership and direction in the development,
implementation, and utilization of automated library systems
in conjunction with the Libraries Administrative Cabinet and
Council.

2.

Serves as liaison with CARL for testing, implementation, and
ongoing operations of CARL subsystems and products used by
the CU-Boulder Libraries. The Libraries are a founding
member of this alliance which has developed an Online Public
Access Catalog (PAC) and Circulation System using CARL
software and shared Tandem computers. Various subsystems
and capabilities are under development, including authority
control, serials, and acquisitions.

3.

Provides technical support for microcomputer hardware and
software, library telecommunications systems, and local area
networks.

4.

Serves as the Libraries resource person to provide up-todate information on library automation, computer hardware
and software, and trends in the field.

5.

Works in close coordination with all library departments and
outside agencies to avoid duplication of effort and to keep
appropriate people up-to-date on computer related activities
and developments.
Works with and serves as a liaison to the campus Computincj
8 7

1

r.

and Network Services and Telecommunications Services, the
Bibliographical Center for Research, OCLC, RLIN, vendors,
publishers, and other national telecommunication networks.
In cooperation with these aroups, develops interconnections
between campus library systems, CARL applications, and
national systems.
7.

In conjunction with pertinent departments and divisions of
the Libraries, writes and maintains documentation and
training materials for all automated library systems.

8.

Trains, supervises, assigns, and reviews work of staff
responsible for maintaining and troubleshooting for
equipment and software, including CARL terminals and
multiplexors, microcomputers, OCLC terminals,
telecommunicating equipment, etc.

9.

Communicates systems information clearly to both technical
and non-technical audiences. Keeps Libraries staff
informed of automation and telecommunication developments.

10.

Performs other related duties as assigned.

TENURE AND PROMOTION RESPONSIBILITIES: Develops and maintains a
consistent level of scholarly, professional and community
service, communication and activity through such avenues as:
1.
professional memberships and conference attendance;
2.
service to the institution, the profession, and/or the
community through serving on committees and boards, in
elective office, etc.;
3.
active inquiry or research leading to publication;
other publication activity, including editing,
reviewing, refereeing, etc.;
4.
presentation of papers, participation in panel
discussions;
5.
teaching;
6.
participation in appropriate continuing education
opportunities.

8F,

Harvard University Library
Office for Information Systems
Position: Systems Librarian

The Harvard University Library is actively involved in the development and use of
large-scale computer systems and is seeking a qualified and energetic person to join
its Office for Information Systems. This position involves the full range of system
development and maintenance tasks including analysis, functi3nal design and
specification, programming, testing and debugging, and implementation. HUL is a
large, complex, and dynamic organization that expects to support an ever growing
and more diverse set of automated services.
Requirements: Master's degree in Library or Information Science or equivalent
experience; familiarity with automated library applications; demonstrated aptitude
for computer programming; excellent oral and written communication skills.
The ideal candidate will also be familiar with MARC formats, IBM mainframe
operating systems and languages, particularly PL/1 and BAL, and have experience
in research libraries. Familiarity with a broad range of computing platforms (e.g.,
UNIX, DOS, Windows, Macintosh) and other computing languages and protocols
(e.g., C, TCP/IP) is highly desirable.

101,(.1

111
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14, 1'1"

MICROCOMPUTER AND DESKTOP APPLICATIONS SPECIALIST
:he 0"iee fc.r Information Systems provides technical and 1.1.Ss
support for HOLLIS, the large-scale integrated library management
system used throughout the library system at Harvard. The
Networking and Desktop Systems group is responsible for
supporting access to HOLLIS and other library information systems
both through a large dedicated terminal network and by means of
The group also supports
network-attached microcomputers.
administrative desktop computing within the Office for
information Systems and other Harvard University Library units.

Reporting to the manager of the Networking and Desktop Systems
Group and working in close co-operation with other group members,
the primary responsibilities of the Microcomputer and Desktop
Ap.ilicatIous Specialist will be to 1) provide support for
scftware setup, configuration and utilization on the desktop
machines in the Harvard University Library and 2) provide support
for microcomputer client communications software (TN3270, telnet,
Gopher, Mosaic, together with vendor-supplied clients) used
throughout the Harvard University Libraries for information
delivery and management 3) along with other members of the NDS
group, support the HOLLIS terminal network. Other areas of
responsibility will include: configuring and installing new
microcomputers on the HUL LAN; serving as backup Novell LAN
administrator; writing and organizing documentation; developing
and supporting record-keeping databases; selection and evaluation
of new software packages; advising OIS and HUL management on new
uses of desktop computing.
College degree; 2-3 years relevant job experience;
Requirements:
expertise in microcomputer (both PC and MAC) support functions
acquired through job experience; experience in a production
Novell LAN environment; solid understanding of basic data
communications; excellent interpersonal and user-support skills;
Strong skills
very strong oral and written communication skills.
in a range of microcomputer software packages, preferably
including a number of the followina: WordPerfect, Paradox and/or
DBASE IV, LOTUS 123, Freelance, FTP Software or similar PC TCP/IP
Other desirable
3oftwctr.2, MSWORD, EXCEL, iilemaker.
skills/experience include: familiarity with wide-area networking
and such tools as gopher, Mosaic, Netnews readers,
etc.); an understanding of operating desktop-based mail packages;
comfortable working with microcomputer hardware (installing
The successful candidate will have a
cards, adding memory)
proven record showing the ability to work well under pressure in
a very busy environment together with a high dearee of
flexibility and willingness to perform a wide-range of tasks In
rho
wm-k.
Fimiliarity flth tho
11:1,/hr-r
o
1)1 ,t ry t.nv
i v a rd
st ono p
./o/
.
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

Professional & Scientific
Position Information Questionnaire

CURRENT POSITION DESCRIPTION (Informational Purposes Only)

Datc:

REQUEST FOR CLASSIFICATION REVIEW OF CURRENT POSITION (Reclassification)

Date:

ri.

Date:

REQUEST FOR CLASSIFICATION OF NEW POSITION

5-9-94

IMMINIMMEM11111111111,

GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Current Class Code:
Current Pay Grade:

Name:

Current Title:

Proposed Title: Systems Support Specialist LEI
Department:

Automated Systems

Campus Address:

34 Parks Library

Proposed Pay Grade:

14

College/Division: Library/Library

Work Phone:

Supervisor's Name:
Supervisor's Title:

I.

Asistant Director for Automated Systems Work Phone:

4-5704

JOB SUMMARY
Briefly describe the basic purpose of the position.
software, installation,
To provide the library with installation, maintenance and uptgadiniz of computer hardware and
purchase
of new computer
maintenance, and management of network hardware and software, recommendations for the
of
the
library in the
expertise
to
all
departments
and
divisions
hardware and software. To provide consultation and
previously mentioned areas.

II. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
List and explain the essential duties and responsibilities of the position starting with the most important and working through
to the least important. Be complete. Indicate the average percentage of time spent performing each separate job duty.
Consider work performed over a 12-month period to account for cyclical variations. The percentages should total 100%.
Please describe only those duties that occupy at least 5c,7o of the incumbent's time. Be specific and use action verbs in
describing your duties; express in quantitative terms when possible. (Attach additional sheets if necessary)

% of Time

Duties and Responsibilities

Provide installation, maintenance and upgrade support for various
computer platforms used within the library, including DOS
compatibles, Macintoshes, and UNIX workstations. This includes the
process of upgrading hardware and software, deciding whether
hardware needs to be repaired or replaced, and resolving problems
encountered with various software packages.

25

25

15

Provide network support for the various computer platforms used
within the library, including DOS compatibles, Macintoshes, and
UNIX workstations. This requires installing, operating, maintaining,
and n.anaging network systems such as Novell Netware, Appletalk,
and UNIX Network File System (NFS). Provide installation and
configuration of ethernet, token ring, and other adapters, network
file servers, networked CD-ROM drives, cabling, and the appropriate
software accompanying each network type.
Consult with library departments and divisions on the purchase of
new computer hardware or software for the DOS compatible,
Macintosh, and UNIX workstation platforms. This requires that the
incumbent be in communication with various library groups and

individuals about computer hardware and software needs and
requirements, consult with computer hardware and software vendors
as needed, and make recommendations on what products to purchase
and where they may be purchased.
10

In coordination with the Computer Instruction Librarian provide
instructional help to library staff on computer hardware, software,
and network systems.

I()

05

In coordination with the Lead Systems Analyst provide programming
assistance for various types of canned software packages on DOS
compatibles, Madntoshes. and UNIX workstations.
Provide consultation for funding proposals of computer hardware and
software. This includes providing up-to-date technical and cost
information about computer hardware and software for required
proposals.

Consult with groups or individuals within the university and outside
the university on new implementations of computer hardware and
software. This requires that the incumbent stay apprised of what
other computer installations are doing with computer hardware and
software.

Maintain awareness of new developments and trends in the arca of
responsibility by reading and consulting computer related journals
and books.

Total of all percentages should equal 100%.

r
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III. KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
A. KNOWLEDGE
List specifically tbe degees, technical training, or post-high school course work required to qualify for this position and
justify how the level of education or training Ls essential to the performance of the duties and responsibilities.

1.

B.S. degree in Computer Science or equivalent information technolosv program. The person in this position needs to
be able to associate computer related theory, concepts and knowledge with practical experience.

What other knowledge, skills, or abilities arc required in order to carry out the duties of this position?

2.

The incumbent must be able to communicate effectively on may different levels with all the individuals and groups that
will be encountered in this position. The incumbent must be able to manage a large number of concurrent tasks on
a daily basis and possess the mechanical skills that will enable him or her to provide maintenance on different types
of computer hardware. The incumbent must be able to write instructions for hardware or software use, various types
of reports and grant proposals. The incumbent must be able to give instructional help to individuals and groups.
3.

What licenses or certifications (e.g., pharmacy license or accounting CPA), if any, are required for the position?
None.

B. EXPERIENCE
1.

Please describe the type and least amount of work experience required, if any, for a person coming into this position
and justify how the experience is essential to the performance of the duties and responsibilities.

Type of Experience Needed

Amount of Experience Needed

Needs to have a wide range of computer related
experience on DOS compatibles, including the

Three years of computer related experience.

installation, maintenance,

and software support.

Needs to have experience with the management of a
Novell Netware network system, including installation,

maintenance, and software support.

2.

After being hired or moved into this position, how much on-the-job training is required to learn all the major duties
and he able to perform them well?
Depending upon the level of related experience and knowledge, a new person would need six months to a year to be
able to function well within the job requirements.

0/4

IV. COMPLEXITY
1.

Describe several of the more difficult and complex problems or projects that have been handled by this position in the
past twelve months. For new positions, describe the types of problems or projects anticipated.
The installation and maintenance of two Novell Netware 3.11 servers (one with three CD-ROM towers) and a Novell
Asynchronous Communications Server (NA) required a considerable amount of associative knowledge about
microcomputer based hardware and software and networking hardware and software. This entailed setting up the
Novell server hardware and linking it to the building ethernet. Then the Novell server software had to be installed and
configured. User IDs and passwords had to be established and application software had to be installed and configured
for a networked environment. The network with the CD-ROM drives required the installation of SCSI adapter board.s,
the installation of CD drives in cabinets, the installation of a Netware Loadable Module (NI,M) SCSI Express to
manage the drives, and the installation of application software that uses the drives.
The Novell Asynchronous Communications Server required the installation and testing of Digiboard asynchronous ports,

the installation of NACS software, linking the NACS server to the asynchronous of an OCLC communications
controller, and coordinating the testing of connections with Technical Services staff and OCLC systems staff in
Coltmibus, Ohio.

V.

INNOVATION
1.

Describe a part of the work that illustrates the creative or innovative nature of the job or the degree to which
resourcefulness, ingenuity and creative thinking is required to develop new or improved methods, ideas, procedures or
techniques.

The position demands innovation and resourcefulness on a daily basis. When the CD-ROM towers were set up, the
manufacturer of the cabinet was prepared to sell an expensive kit of brackets for the mounting of the drives. However,
the then incumbent skillfully redeployed some existing hard drive brackets at no additional cost to the library.

The incumbent might be in the middle of a hardware installation and be called upon to respond to troubleshoot a
problematic communications connection. How to balance work priorities and when to call upon support staff arc
continuing themes in the work experience of this position.
In an informal encounter in a hallway the incumbent might be called upon to explain the advantages of an ethernet
over an ISN connection to a department bead that is not very computer literate. This discussion mieht affect the future
of the department and its priorities for expending its budget. Being able to explain technical issues in a clear, concise
manner is an essential skill for this position.

)5

VI. IMPACT' ON INSTITUTIONAL MISSION
A. SCOPE
Describe the positive impact this position has on the operations within its specific work area and/or the University
when it is being performed well.

1.

The maintenance of the file servers and individual workstations is of utmost importance to the ongoing operational
and over seventy staff
activities of the library and its clientele. Approximately three dozen public workstations
incumbent is responsible for the
this
position.
In
addition,
the
workstations are directly or indirectly dependent upon
software on the three servers.
installation and maintenance of all the system software and most of the application
2.

that might result from an error
Describe the types of negative consequences for the work area and/or for the University
judgment.
made by someone in the position who did not vossess good job knowledge or use sound

security and authorization tables on the
A lack of knowledge or judgment could result in damaging or destroying the
Since both are production systems
file servers, thereby rendering the networks unavailable to the staff and public users.
this would have a strong impact on the ability ot the library to conduct its daily operations.
3.

in this position. (i.e., directs research
Express in monetary or quantitative terms the level of responsibility involved
budget of S300,000; schedules 100 alumni meetings/year; advises 30 students/week)
serving over one hundred library
Responsible for the daily operation of over S2.50,000 worth of computer equipment
staff and several thousand library patrons per day.

B.
1.

FREEDOM OF ACTION

job and how often (e.e., daily,
Describe the type of guidance and review the supervisor gives the incumbent in this
weekly) that guidance and review occurs.
Type of Guidance and Review

How Often?

Review status of projects; identify problem' and
suggest ways of resolving them.

On a weekly or biweekly basis.
Quarterly.

Review divisional plans and objectives and identify

priority of projects.

rezulations which guide the
Describe the departmental policies and procedures, professional standards. or formal
dealing with a student's
actions in this position (e.g., policies or procedures for handling an overdue account or
complaint).
American Library Asso6ation;
The activities of the libiary as a whole are governed by professional euidelines of the
identified
in the library's Implementation
the Automated Systems Division is governea by the objectives and procedures
& Planning Manual and the library's strategic plan.

06

VII. ORGANIZATION CHART
Illustrate supervision given/received by drawing a chart of the organizational structure, including appropriate pay grades.
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VIII. INTERNAL INTERACTIONS
Describe the type of interaction the incumbent has with other people employed by the University. Consider the nature
and whether the contacts
and level of contact encountered on a regular, recurring and essential basis during operations
involve furnishing or obtaining information, influencing others or negotiating.

1.

staff, merit
Within the library the incumbent communicates on a daily basis with library administrators, faculty, P&S
purchases,
supplying
information
on
staff, and student employees. This includes discussions about planning hardware
troubleshooting
technical
problems.
request, negotiating installation activities, interpreting users' needs, and

Computation Center and
Outside the library the incumbent communicates on a weekly basis with colleagues in the
technical information
and
students.
This
includes
researching
Telecommunications Office and with university faculty
and responding to requests for access to public library systems.

IX. EXTERNAL INTERACTIONS
1.

perform the duties (e.g.,
With whom does the position remilarlv communicate outside the University in order to
representatives)? What is the purpose of discussion and how often
students, suppliers, governmental agencies, product
does it occur (e.g., daily, weekly)?

Who

Computer

hardware

and

software vendors

Purpose

How Often

Obtain specifications and/or cost
about prospective
information

On a daily basis.

hardware or software relevant to
library needs.

progammers or
network managers at other
Computer

universities

To compare technical needs and
solutions: to evaluate products based
on actual usage

1
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On a weekly basis.

X.

LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY
1.

Indicate the number of employees directly and indirectly supervised by this position:

DIRECT SUPERVISION
P&S

INDTRECT SUPERVISION

.6 System Support Specialist I

Merit
Student

2.

.25 Research Assistant

If not direct/indirect supervision of staff, describe the type of responsibility the position has for directing the flow of
activities related to a project, task force, committee or team of staff engaged in an essential activity of a time-limited,
regular and recurring basis. Also indicate titles of the employees the incumbent sup,:svises and/or the projects or
functions for which the incumbent manages.
Type of Leadership Responsibility

Title(s) Supervised/Proiect(s) Managed

Provide guidance in selection of computer

Manages local area networks and both staff and public
workstations for entire library; manages installation and

hardware and software with respect to library
guidelines, tasks to be
budgetary constraints.

upgades to workstation and network software for all library
staff and users.

accomplished, and

Inform staff of new technologies and show how
they can be applied in the workplace.

All library staff.

Provide training and workshops in consultation
with Training Librarian.

All library staff.

9 c;

XL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
1.

Describe the working conditions of your job, including any unpleasant features like heat, cold, exposure to chemical
substances, etc. Take into consideration lighting, temperature extremes, noise pollution, air pollution, work hazards,
and the possibility of disease. Describe the amount of physical dexterity of hand operations or other coordinated
motions which the job regularly requires, e.g., eye/hand coordination in operating a keyboard or manual dexterity and
exactness in the use of band instruments.

Work takes place in a temperature and humidity controlled building under fluorescent lights. The incumbent works
with video display monitors and microcomputers almost ail day. The incumbent needs to be able to lift and move
computer monitors and system units, printers, and CD-ROM towers upto fifty pounds on a &lily basis.

The incumbent needs good vision to read manuals and computer screens, eye and hand coordination to operate a
computer keyboard, and dexterity in opening computer equipment and installing components.

XII. POSITION CHANGES STATEMENTS
responsibilities.
If this is a request for reclassification, please indicate chanttes, deletions, and/or additions to the duties and
of
This position is being reclassified as a P&S position from a faculty position because of the increasinaly technical nature
the responsibilities.
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XIII. EM2PLOYEE GENERAL COMMENTS
Because no single questionnaire can cover every part of a job, can you think of any other information which would be
important in understanding your job? If so, please give us your comments below.
The position is currently vacant.

Incumbent Signature

Date

Title

XIV. SUPERVISOR COMMENT sEcnoN
This portion of the questionnaire is to be completed by the employee's immediate supervisor. As a supervisor, it is
important that you review this questionnaire and note any comments you may have next to the employee's responses,
preferably in red ink. The space provided below is for general remarks you may have. Remember, this questionnaire is
intended solely for the purpose of accurately describing the position and hot the person or his/her performance.
This position description was written by the supervisor (Assistant Director for Automated Systems).

Supervisor

Jerry V. Caswell

Date

Title

Assistant Director for Automated Systems

5-9-94

XV. MANAGEMENT COMMENT SECTION
This portion of the questionnaire is reserved for comments by the second-level supervisor and other management staff
members, where applicable, who indirectly supervise this position through other supervisors. As the next level of
management over this position, it is important that you review this questionnaire and note any comments you may have next
to the employee's responses, preferably in blue ink. The space provided below is for general remarks you may have.
Remember, this questionnaire is intended solely for the purpose of accurately describing the position and not the person
or his/her performance.
This position description was reviewed by the Dean of Library Services and the Library's Personnel Officer.

Department Head

Nancy L. Eaton
Dean/Director

Date

Title

Dean or Library Services

5-9-94
Date

Title

Vice President

Nancy L. Eaton

Dean of Library Services
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Position Study

# Contract
(1 position)

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND LIBRARIES COLLEGE PARK
POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM
ASSOCIATE STAFF

DatePrepared:

December 9,

Prepared By-

R.L. Larsen

Position Rank:

Librarian I

Specific Position Title:

RETM tS0:
17

I

1994

Division.

Academic

EkTaftrnent

Libraries

Unit

ITD

Systems Librarian

rma Dillon

NATURE OF WORK:
The Systems Librarian (1) provides direct professional support for the maintenance,
'development, and operation of the CARL applications software supporting library
automation in 13 libraries on 11 campuses throughout the University of Maryland System.
They work with a team of systems librarians, programmers, technicians, and computer systems
operators.
POSITION REQUIREMENTS:
EDUCATION:

Master's degree in library science from a graduate program accredited by the American
Library Association.
Course work in computer science or information science is highly
preferred.
EXPERIENCE:

At least three years of relevant experience that conveys a broad, yet strong understanding
of library automation and operations in a medium-to-large academic library setting.
Experience working in, and for a networked library consortium environment is preferred.
Direct experience working wilh the CARL System or other large-scale library automation
system is deSirable.
Candidates should possess demonstrated knowledge and experience in the following areas:
serials and acquisitions processing, lhe role of computing in libraries, and library
automation hardware and software. Successful candidates will demonstrate effective
interpersonal skills and will display substantial understanding of information technology
and library science in a networked academic setting.
Candidates not_ meeting the minimum experience requirements mav be reconsidered at the
Associate Librarian II level.

1
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Position Study #
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND LIBRARIES

COLLEGE PARK CAMPUS

POSITION DESCRIPTION FORM
ASSOCIATE STAFF
Date Prepared:

January 25, 1994

Division:

Academic

Prepared by:

R. L. Larsen

Department:

Libraries

Position Rank:

Assoc. Lib. II

Unit:

Specific Position Title:

ITD

User Services Team Librarians (2)

NATURE OF WORK:
The primary function of these two AL-II positions in the Information
Technology Division (ITD) is to provide basic user support for University
of Maryland System (UMS) Libraries staff in the operation and use of the
UMS Library Information Management System (LIMS)
The UMS LIMS has been
developed through a contract to CARL Systems, Inc.
It
supports 13
.

Libraries on 11 campuses of the UMS.

These campuses are distributed

across the State of Maryland, and the Libraries range from the University
of Ma/yland at College Park (UMCP) an Association of Research Libraries
(ARL) library with 1.9 million items in its database,
to University
College, the continuing educati,.n arm of the university, with 2000 items
in its library collection.
,

The UMS LIMS operates on a Tandem mainframe computer housed in
McKeldin Library at UMCP. Data communications are supported by a Statewide intercampus telecommunications network supporting both TCP/IP and
X.25 protocols.
There are approximately 1,000 PCs and WYSE terminals
distributed throughout the network.
In addition to the basic UMS

Network, end users have access to a variety of remote databases via a
dedicated communications line from College Park to CARL Systems in Denver
(7(11oradourilizing Tandem's propiietaiy "Expand" communications protocol.
Suppoi.c.
for UMS LIMS is provided by the Information Technology
Division of the UMCP Libraries.
ITD currently has a professional staff
of systems libiarians supporting applications and providing basic uc..er

:1111.1 olt, programets responsible tor maintenance and enhane-i2ment of LIM:,

sotware, and an operations staff responsible tor compute
11(-t

iui k

,nd

,

t

c-111

opr,lation?,,

cont igurat ion.

POSITION REQUIREMENTS:
EDUCATION:
(.1,JY,2(! in

1 drut

:;(..i(1...e nom a giaduat(. ploglam

the Ame2rican Lihraly AssociaLion.
infoimation

Course, wolk in compute,1
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EXPERIENCE:
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Vast

1
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1

(

1
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Desirable knowledge or experience:
mainframe computing systems;
PC hardware or software support;
data communications;
user or customer service support;
local area networks (LANs);
integrated library automation systems;
at least one major library functional area (e.g., Technical or
Public Services).
strong oral and written communication skills.
(8)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:

The incumbents report to the Manager of LIMS Applications and are
This team consists of two Associate
members of the User Services team.
Librarian II's (AL-II's), the Manager of LIMS Applications (a Librarian
II), and the Operations Manager. The two AL-II's each staff the ITD Help
The service is provided 8:00 am to 5:00 pm weekdays.
Desk half-time.
Presently, the Help Desk receives approximately 1500 calls per year.
Approximately half of these calls are resolved during the call. Problems
reported involve all aspects of system operation and CARL applications
In addition to help desk coverage, each incumbent will be
software.
assigned responsibility for either maintaining ITD's user support
infrastructure or for providing outreach services to UMS Libraries staff
users.

The two incumbents' ("A" & "B") nominal responsibilities include:

Incumbent

Task

"A"

"B"

25%

25%

(1)

10%

10%

(2)

5%

(3)

resolving users' problems received at the Help Desk via
problems
defying
electronic mail;
t lephone or
inmediate resolution are to be documented and routed to
appropriate ITD staff;
updating a (currently Paradox-based) problem tracking
database;
and
decisions,
making
routine
problem-escalation

(4)

reporting significant problems to other team members tr,.-)1
action;
rout ine
making
monitoring
system
performance,

5%

5%
105

(5)
(6)

corrections, and do.umenting probl ems uncoveled
other ITD staff;
liaising with ITD's cther supp:i t teams;
to
cl`;
tequested,
staff-support,
providing
Applications Manager;
other duties as assigned.
j se jul a
t
c.k.irp,j kht
maintaining the pr

fox

t

105

(7)

CI%

()

1W:

0?,

0/

ICA

03.

(10)

training operations start to provide usex :uppolt at
hours;

(11)

devloping and maintaining documentation and tiaininq

iov,

configuration databae;
internal
ITD
maintaining
documonta!ion
computer and hard-copy files;

mafetia1s
'A

(12)

hotr3ed

concernin,1
hasic
compuf el; (Ji min:11 Opt at ions 101

tionhle:;hootin,1

editing and main): aininq online
st d t
and t ho ci(Ale./ a pub] i,;

system newsliles

1-

1.06

.1

t

ot

and

user s;
tor

0%

5%

(13)

0%

5%

(14)

0%

'A

(15)

coordinating requests
for
information and reports
requested by UMS staff;
developing and maintaining vFirious electronic mailing
lists
and call run-f-,:hec..:
1-o provide infolmaticn
to staff;
developing and
maintainin.::
fol
staft
LISTSERV
a
interaction with ITD;

In addition, incumbents will participate in the design, development,
implementation and operation of an ITD-wide information management system
to be based on a Novell Local Area Network.

SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES:
None

Incumbent's Signature

"A" or "B"

Date

Supervisor's Signature

Date

Department Head's Signature

Date

Associate Director's Signature

.Date
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES

FACULTY POSITION DESCRIPTION

NAME: D. Darren Meahl
TITLE: Head of Systems
SUPERVISOR: Associate Director for Systems and Access Services
FUNCTION:

for the
purchase, installation,
implementation.
maintenance/repair and coordination of all library automation systems
Responsible

(cataloging, circulation, and online public access, CD-ROMs, with the
exception of acquisitions), automated administrative support
systems, Local Area Networks, and telecommunications.
DUTIES:
1.

Supervise systems staff (4 FTE),
consisting of Hardware &
Telecommunications Repair Technician, Programmer/Analyst, Systems
Programmer, and Automated Office Systems Assistant.

2.

Coordinate operation and enhancement of the MAGIC system. Evaluate and
recommend purchase of extra-cost items; coordinate installation and testing of

handle questions from library staff about
changes/improvements to the MAGIC system. Oversee the customization of
the NOTIS system for the MSU Libraries by maintaining program tabies and
writing specifications tor data formatting for information to be loaded into the

enhancements;

MAGIC system. Serve as liaison io NOTIS Systems, Inc. Troubleshoot and
report software, documentation, and hardware problems, and arrange for and
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implement the NSI solution; arrange for on-site training and purchase of
documentation.
4.

Serve as liaison to the MSU Computer Laboratory. (Computer Lab stafi
operate the Library's IBM 4381, and maintain the telecommunications
equipment connecting the. Library to the 4381.) Troubleshoot and report
problems with the 4381 and the campus network, and arrange for their
solution; participate in hiring of Computer Lab personnel who will operate and
maintain the MAGIC system; plan hardware enhancements to the system and
coordinate purchase with the Lab; direct the activities of the senior MAGIC
Systems Programmer; provide Library input to campus-wide computing
decisions.

5.

Serve as the primary means of communication to Library staff and Computer
Lab staff about the operation of Systems (MAGIC, inicrocomputing, networks,
L ANs, electronic mail, equipment purchases & installation.) Serve as the
secondary source of technical information about MAGIC software operation

for Library staff (with the Automated Office Systems Assistant being the
primary resource). Serve as general source of assistance in trouble-shooting
and solving telecommunication and hardware problems.

6.

Serve as liaison with third party vendors who provide equipment or services
that contribute to Systems; arrange contracts and test products and services
and arrange for equipment testing.

7.

Administer the budget for MAGIC and for staff microcomputer support,
preparing budget requests for both categories, and handling the ordering,
record-keeping, and accounting for both accounts.

8.

Coordinate the installation of products, equipment, etc. received via normal
purchase initiatives and via grants.
Coordinate the implementation

of

new automated programs (e.g., the

automated student payroll process) among the units involved.
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Systems Librarian (Librarian II)
SUPERVISOR: Head of Systems
FUNCTION: Responsible for maintaining ALS (NOTIS) Library Management System control tables;
for library staff automation training in Internet navigation; also responsible for testing
new softWare releases.

DUTIES:
1.

Survey library staff training needs; develop training programs and materials; conduct training
classes and seminars.

2.

Provide on-demand individual software support after training through personal contact,
workshops, group meetings, and by preparing educational/informative materials in order to
assure effective use of systems.

3.

Provide on-demand assistance in making telecommunication connections.

4.

Maintain the MAGIC tables, which customize the NOTIS software for the MSU Libraries,

5.

Serve as the source for technical information about MAGIC for the library staff. This includes
taking problem reports, trying to replicate the problern, finding solutions to the problems or
r :porting them to NSI and the MAGIC programmers, and communicating the findings to the
Library staff.

6.

Test new MAGIC software releases for bugs; report bugs to NOTIS and the MAGIC
programmers and follow up on bug resolution.

7.

Work with various library groups, providing information on library automation possibilities.

8.

Participate in library automation planning and implementation.

Iper,onne POSIDESC

University of Nebraska

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
DATE:

October 1, 1994

I'OSITION:

Assistant Automated Systems Librarian, Assistant Professor, ttmure
leadino

REPORTS TO:

Coordinator, Automated Systems

DUTIES:

Provide technical support for public and technical service staff use of
information technology and electronic resources. This includes: 1)
Provide training of staff in the use of electronic information sources.
2) Provide support for the integration of new technologies and new
approaches to the delivery of information into library operations.
3) Develop arid maintain computer programs that support library
applications. This includes maintaining gopher servers(s), writing
scripts for library applications and sharing administration for a CDROM network.

QUALIFICATIONS:

Required: MLS from an ALA-accredited program; two years
professional experience in a research, academic, or special library.
Flexibility and the ability to work independently and in cooperation
with a variety of staff; excellent verbal and written communication
skills; excellent analysis, problem resolution, and troubleshooting
skills. Preferred: Systems experience in an academic library;
experience or education in Ultrix and/or Novell and/or
C programming language; degree in computer science or engineering;
knowledge of distributed computing, networking and related issues;
experience conducting training programs.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
INPORATION TECHN:)LOGY DIVISION
Augus

JOB TITLE:

Head, Libraly M.n,Igemet- Systems

DEPARTMENT:

Library Management Systems

REPORTS TO:

Assistant University Librarian for Information
Technology

JOB FUNCTION:

Manages operation and maintenance of the NOTIS
Supervises 2.5 FTE
library management system.
systems analysts and programmers. Coordinates
activities with the University Computer .Center.
Confers with Library staff to analyze procedures
and problems related to NOTIS, and designs and
writes computer programs to solve those problems.
Works with the Network Services and Support and
User Support Services departments of the
Information Technology Division which provide
Performs a
hardware support and NOTIS training.
leading role in planning for the next generation
of library management systems.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Supervises work of systems analysts and
programmers.

Analyzes problems from a systems and programming
point of view and implements a solution which will
take maximum advantage of existing software and
data processing equipment.
Evaluates and modifies existing sys*cems .nd
programs to increase operating efficiency and tc
adapt to changing Library needs.

Designs, writes, and tests online and batch
computer programs for library systems.
Maintains documentation, including opel:Iting
instructions, for library systems.
Receives reports of problems with exist ing lihialy
systems, determines the cans- ot each problem, and
makes the necessary correctiens.
of the library management
software outside ol business hours.
ProvidPF, support

Maintains security and ac;:ess contio s for the
libialy management system.

r'm

Serves as the Northwestern Univc:rsity "TEcH1"
liaison Lc- Mat-litech iiibrary :=ysr-m:;.

,r!rves, as an ex-offiHo member
Network Advisory Committee.

1h-

Serves on other Library committees as appropriate.
Performs related duties as required or assigned.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Essential:

Bachelor's degree in computer science or the
equivalent combination of education and
experience.

Thorough knowledge of the principles and
techniques of computer system programming and
documentation.
Knowledge of the IBM MVS operating system, TSO,
and IBM CICS and assembler language.
Excellent oral and written communication skills.
Flexibility to adapt to a rapidly changing
computer environment.
Desirable:

Experience with the NOTIS system.
Supervisory experience.

Master's degree in library or information science.
Familiarity with local area networks and
client/server architecture.
Familiarity with TCP/IP and the Unix operating
system.

1
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Technical Services Specialist 2
SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT:
REPORTS TO:

University Library

Head, Network Support and Services

SUPERVISES DIRECTLY:

May supervise student assistants

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES RESPONSIBLE FOR:
JOB FUNCTION:

0

Administers and maintains computer systems used by
the University Library staff and patrons.
Provides technical expertise relative to personal
computers, Novell networks, IBM 3270 systems, and
asynchronous (RS-232) communications.
Participates in planning and designing new
capabilities for the Library's networks and their
connection to the University's backbone network
and the Internet.

CHARACTERISTIC DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.

Manages Library's local area networks.

2.

Maintains various computer hardware platforms, software
applications, and network environments which support the
University Library and its users.

3.

Installs andtests computer components and systems, network
operating systems, and major application software packages.

4.

Responsible for technical and user documentation for
computer hardware and the network environment.

5.

Supports other Information Technology Division staff in
consulting on relevant systems; may consult directly with
Library staff regarding specialized applications.

6.

Assists the User Support Services Department in presenting
instruction to Library statf.
May supervise student assistants.

Evaluates computer hardwaie and software products to
determine if these should be recommended and/or suppo2-ted.
Assists in developing technical budget proposals for
administrative review.
cl1 JAI,1FICATIONS:

A R,Achetor's deq/,.' in 1.1ctlical en9ineering ur compuler
science, or the equivalent training and experience in
appropriate computing environment.
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A minimum of 1 year's professional experience in an
comparable computing env3ronment.
air
xperience wiLh
Demonstrated in depth knowled
computing platforms or netwolk onvii-Dnments,
Personal Computers, DOS, and Novoli networks.
4.

Experience or familiarity with, or willingness to learn IBM
3270 systems, SNA, Unix, TCP/IP, OS/2, serial communication
protocols.
Excellent written and oral communication skills.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY JOB CATEGORY:
STATUS:

Exempt

NUMBER:

ABBREVIATED TITLE:

TECH SVC SPC 2

(08/30/94)
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Rutgers University

Position Description Questionnaire Form
Position Title:

Pead

Systems and Database Management

Description Prepared by:
ritle:

Associate

Peter Graham

Date: 3/11/94

University Librarian for Technical & Networked

Inforlaatignag.raigg

POSITION PURPOSE: Why does the position exist? Provide a two-to-three
sentence summary of the overall primary purpose of the position,
including the position to which it reports.

Under the general direction of the Associate University Librarian for
Technical and Networked Information Services, this position is
responsible for the management, development, implementation, and
fiscal control of the University Libraries' automation efforts, and
assists on their planning and design. As well, the daily operation of
the Library Computer Center and the physical and logical maintenance
of the library online databases are the responsibility of the Head of
the Library Systems and Data Base Management Department.
List in
DESCRIPTION OF POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES, DUTIES, AND TASKS:
order of importance the major responsibilities, tasks, and duties that
Starting
comprise the means of accomplishing the position's purpose.
with an action verb, use task statements to explain what is done, what
action is being performed, and what is the purpose of the task (e.g.
Balances cash in register by comparing it with the total on the
register tape, locating and correcting errors, in order to account for
Estimate the approximate percentage of time that
all cash received) .
each duty requires of the total working time, which should total 100%.
Attach additional pages if necessary.
% OF TIME

DUTIES

(1) Directs the daily activities of the staff including management 50%
of the Library Computer Center, assigning and administering special
projects, maintaining quality control of the University's catalog
information, cpordinating automation implementation plans between
Systems and individual library units, and evaluating progress towards
accomplishing departmental goals.
20
(2) Prepares and administers the automation budgets and
expenditures exceeding $600,000 providing system-wide computing
throughout the libraries and negotiates hardware, software, and
i-elecflmmunications contracts and maintenance agreements with vendors.

(3) Manages the overall planning, development, implementation,
operation and continuing expansion of automation activities of the
University Libraries. Authorizes purchase of all computer hardware
and software purchases for the University Libraries.

20

10
(4) Formulates and implements policies and procedures affecting
the future of Rutgers library automation, and serves as advisor to
library faculty and administrators planning future computer product
purchases and enhancements.

1
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Revised 1/93

List below any contacts that you have as a routine function
CONTACTS:
of this position. Indicate the frequency (e.g. daily, weekly,
monthly), the nature or purpose (e.g. obtain or provide information,
negotiate contracts) of the contact, and any human relations skills and
courteous)
behaviors (tactful, diplomatic, even-tempered, levelheaded,
conduct
for
these
that are routinely expected as part of the normal
contacts.
administrators,
The Department Head has routine contact with libraryClear,
concise
faculty, and staff as well as library system users.
in
order
to
explain
how
systems
communication skills are expected
operate and what procedures are being used. Negotiation skills are
needed to balance staff and resources and satisfy the demands of and
with vendors to establish prices
users. T1.--?. department head works
library-wide committees
to negotiate services. Participation on
listen
to
problem
statements, interpret user
requires the ability to
providing
services
which meet those
needs, and work towards
conditions.
routinely allowed in the
AUTHORITY: Describe the level of authority
decisions made? What are the
position? What are the most difficult
controls or rules limiting the incumbent's ability to make final and/or
decisions and to take action? Provide examples of work actions
decisions that are made without prior approval. To what extent is
advice and guidance provided from the supervisor?

The department head reports to the Associate University Librarian for
Technical and Networked Information Services. The incumbent is
expected to make independent decisions regarding existing automation
with librarians and
and database quality and to work in consultation
enhancements
in
planning
for
future
automation
library administrators
configurations
in
the
current
system.
as well as new
likely to be encountered by
CHALLENGES: Describe the typical problems
Describe
responsibilities?
performing
the
position
the incumbent in
in performing the
any exceptional problems the incumbent may encounter
by the
conditions
and
explain
the
steps
taken
job under normal
individual to resolve the problem.
must keep current
The Systems and Database Management Department head
be
aware
of trends
on all aspects of technology in the libraries,
keep the
and
in
libraries,
be
able
to
both in the automation arena
running
successfully
and
yet
plan
to
library automation systems
insure that the libraries will provide information resources in the
most appropriate format.

Revised 1/93
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Describe the accountable or end results for the
EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
responsibilities of the position, particularly as they relate to the
duties described on the front page. These are the end results for
which the incumbent is expected to successfully achieve in performing
the job functions of the position and that could be used to establish
the performance standards for the appraisal process.
(1) Perform a leadership role in the planning, design, development,
and coordinatiOn of computer-based systems for the libraries.
(2) Budget accurately to reflect current need and projects for
changes anticipated in both fiscal resources and technological
advances.
(3) Encourage and challenge staff to be resourceful, innovative and
effective in their approach to their individual areas of
responsibility.
(4) Direct the prompt correction of errors and inconsistencies in the
libraries catalog database to assure that it is maintained at a high
quality.
(5) Cooidinate library automation activities with University
Computing Services.
(6) Offer meaningful training and clearly written documentation to
assist the education of library faculty and staff.
OUALIFICATION STANDARDS: Describe the minimum education, experience,
or combination of education and experience required to perform the
Also describe the training, knowledge, skills
functions of the job.
and abilities required to perform the functions of the job. It is
important that these qualifications be stated as minimums; if they are
inflated, they may screen out people who are qualified to do the work.
(a)

Education or combination of education and/or experience equivalent
What formal education or its equivalent is required to
to:
perform the job satisfactorily? State the educational background
or its equivalent in terms of areas that would provide the
knowledge required for entry into the position.

Requires a bachelor's degree or equivalent combination of education
and/or experience. An advanced degree is desirable.
(b)

Experience: How much job experience is needed to perform the job
satisfactorily? State the level and type of experience an
applicant should have to be qualified to fill the position.

Advanced administrative and supervisory experience in a large research
library environment.
(c)

Certifications/Licenses: List any certifications or licenses that
an applicant must hold for entry into the position.

Revised 1/93

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: Detail the specific knowledge
(ranging from some to working levels of laws, principles, etc.),
skills (oral and written communications, interpersonal,
analytical, etc.) and abilities (manual dexterity, etc.) essential
to perform the job duties. This includes listing any physical
Physical
and/or mental demands required for performing the job.
required
to
physical
actions
that
may
be
demands include both
environment
in
carrying)
and
the
physical
perform a task (lifting,
heat/cold);
mental
which the task is performed (noise, chemicals,
documents or
demands include both learned mental skills (reading
language)
and
conditions
that call for
instruments, detailed work,
multiple
concurrent
tasks,
constant
mental discipline (stress,
interruptions).
Knowledge of current and developing technologies which will affect the
delivery of information services.

(d)

Substantial successful experience in project management and
implementation of online systems.
Knowledge of and experience in systems design, work analysis,
statistics, automation, micro-computing and evaluation techniques.
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills. Must interact
effectively with hardware and software vendors as well as with people
at all levels of a university community.
(e)

Preferences: State any qualifications for education, experience,
essential
and certain knowledge, skills and abilities that are not
to the position but desired.

Revised 1/93
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Smithsonian Institution

POSIT/ON DESCRIPTION
Assistant Systems Librarian (Librarian GS-12)

iv.-wnucTIoN:
Systems Division
This position is located in the Automated
It
is
primarily
Libraries.
of the Smithsonian Institution
policies to aid
library
procedures
and
responsible for planning
of the Libraries' Total
in the implementation and administration
will be for
Automated Library System. Secondary responsibility
to
SIL
circulation.
coordinating the application of automation
212;:gal

will participate in all
The Assistant Systems Librarianimplementation, and
aspects of library systems design,
the
adm:Lnistration with special focus on coordinating
He/she
will
devise ways
implementation with the library staff.
used
to
solve
library
in which the Automated System can be
knowledge of
The incumbent will rely on professional
prd,lems.
and bibliographic
purposes,
operations
lib'cary organization,
detailed
forTats and standards as well as a thorough and
The
Assistant
Systems
system
functions.
knowledge of how the
help if
for
library
staff
needing
Librarian will be a resource
and
will
then
either
System
they are having problems with thesupervisor,
or
contact
the
vendor
help directly, resolve with the
for further instructions.
on various SIL
The Assistant Systems Librarian will serve improveltent'and
specifications
for
system
committees to develop
so that the best vIze of the
facilitate ongoing library operations
plan
and schedule training
system is Imde. The incumbent will
publicity
and instruct:.onal
for the System, plan and prepare
of trairu.ag
do
a
substantial
amount
puhlications, and will
be rel:ponsible
Systems
Librarian
will
personally. The Assistant
procedures
and
poliuies ane
for developing SIL-wide circulation
in
using
the
i'utomated
troc,:king staff participation and progress duties the incumbent
In performing these
ci:vculation system.
science and Ats
will use professional knowledge of library the aims and
practical applications to best communicate
operations of the SIL.
new module or major
Prior to the installation of each Librarian
will aid in the
development of the system the Systems
The
planning
for
the
System.
final stages of the detailed
participates in monitoring the
As2istant Systems Librarian
determining
when it is not meeting the
effect of the system,
recommendations
for adjustments or
needs of the SIL, and making
library staff
will
work
with
other
corrections. The incumbent
and
independently, using knowledge of library purposes
has
the
right
organization to ensure that each staff member
him/her,
and
the
proper
kinds of system commands assigned
supporting procedures.

1

'3

The incumbent will assume operations reeponsibaity for the
installation of all circulation software. This includes overall
software development planning, and setting up compile options,
run time options, and all necessary batches to run automated
circulation. The incumbent will draft, propose, and implement
policy decisions concerning all aspects of SIL circulation
activities. The incumbent will perform procedure and work flaw
analysis for all aspects of SIL circulation.
The incumbent will actively monitor contracts with
automation vendors and will participate in negotiations
re2resenting the SIL's interests.
The Assistant Systems Librarian will share the
responsibility for the operation, maintenance and enhancement of
the SILAN and train new users on the network. Along with the
Systems Administrator, the incumbent will assume responsibility
This includes any policy issues
for how the network is used.
coneerning the network or microcomputer technology in the SIL.
The incumbent will evaluate the library system, equipment,
appropriateness of application, cost, etc. as associated with SIL
processes and purpose. He/she will recommend to the Systems
Administrator changes, developments, new applications or program
specifications when necessary.
EASI:pR le KNONIEDGEe

Pull professional knowledge of theories and principles
1)
of library science, as evidenced by the professional library
degree or at least three years work in a complex library system.
This knowledge is used to work with other library staff and to
plan and implement existing and new procedures on the System.
Familiarity with the Marc formats and cataloging standards and
procedures will be necessary. Experience with at leaet one major
bibliographic utility will be necessary.
Thorough knowledge of automated library systems es
2)
evidenced by academic qualifications or experience as a systems
librarian or similar position in a library environment.
Professional knowledge of both manual and automated
3)
library circulation procedures and policies as evidenced by
professional level work in a library circulation department or
prefessional level work on an automated library circulation
system or both.
ZApTOR 2; SUPERVISQRY CONTROLSL
1)

m

The incumbent will report to the Systems Admini

ator.

Tha supervisor will sat overall prior401 and lio
,

example,

sub-system Implementatio

I 24

1 gi

,

equence

.
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that
will communicate overall library policy (for example,
implementation).
library service not be suspended during
and
The incumbent will develop detailed priorities
2)
proposing
changes
in
schedules, will work with the supervisor in
will
modify
instructions
overall library policy and operations, The incumbent will work
as necessary to fulfill overall goals.
of work for
closely with the supervisor to insure coordination
the best interest of the Libraries.
The incumbent will generally be evaluated only for
overall results and adherence to policy; however, the incumbent's
work will be spot-checked on new or unusual assignments.
3)

4) The incumbent will be responsible for drafting and
proposing new policies for SIL approval that concern his/her area
of work.
FAcTOR 3,z GUIDZLINMI

Guidelines are standard library practice and procedures,
standard practice and procedures in system development, the SIL's
Total System planning documentation, and the vendor's system
documentation.
1)

These guidelines are usually incomplete and may be
incumbent uses
contradictory. When such is the case, the
based
on
understanding
of SIL
judgement to solve problems,
etc.
policy, goals of the project,
2)

rAglo_4j _cs2KELMILL
The incumbent is responsible f..7r implementation of a
library System that has major impact on every person and
operation of the SIL. In coordination with the Smithsonian's
ensures
office of Information Resource Management the incumbent
Thin
includes
that the entire automation project is implemented.
documentation
site preparation, staff training, orientation,
preparation, and vendor compliance with contract.
1)

The incumbent works with library users, library staff,
of these
library procedures, and automated procedures; each
individuals
who
are
unique,
and whose
categories is made up of
contradictory.
goals or objectives may be ambiguous, and often
orderly
and
stable
system
out af these
Incumbent must create an
diverse materials.
2)

Each installation of a System this comprehensive is
The
unique, no matter how many installations exist already.
techniques
and
extend
incumbent will haVe to create new
traditional ones, based on previous exmerience.
3)

1240:0-51:102X-MILSraCal

The purpose of the work is to install and operate an
the SIL.
automated system that will encompacs every aspect of
11

The System will affect each staff member in some way
time he uses
every day, and will affect each library user every
data
on
every
one
of the
the GIL. The System will control
be
involved
with
several million items owned by the SIL, and will
request,
through
every process that affects those items, from
through
ordering, through cataloging, through inventory control,
The
user
interface
with
the
system
circIllation, through discard.
i.e.
the
Libraries'
image
as
a
will play a major role at SI,
competent, valuable part of the research process at SI will
depend on the quality of the interactions the users have with the
to ensure that this
System. /t is necessary, therefore,
effective
as possible.
interface is as efficient and
2)

FACTOR 6: yERSpNAL _CONT&CTS,

Contacts are with all library staff to discuss problems
Office
and to provide trRining; with systems analysts in the SI's
of Information Resource Management to plan and coordinate
installation and operation of the System; with contracts
specialists in the SI's procurement office to supply data to
resolve contract disputes, if any; with several levels of the
System vendor's staff to coordinate implementation, operations,
and maintenance; and with SIL's clientele to provide orientation
sessions and to resolve problems they may have.
1)

FACTOR 7; KTRnark_a_gOTACTAI.
Most of the types of contacts listed under Personal
Contacts involve resolving problems. Information must be
exchanged, ideas generated and discussed, and persuasion to the
SIL-beneficial viewpoint furthered.
1)

EACTOR Eft PHISTgAL DEMAIPS:

Most of the work is sedentary, but maintenance and
trouble-shooting require some lifting, stooping, kneeling,
40 poundz;
crouching, and reaching. Boxes and equipment of up to
must be moved.
1)

Et,eTOR

ji.MaleOkThfreT_:.

The work is partially in offices, and partially in
1)
computer rooms with drafts and cold air.

SELECTIVE'FACTORS

1)

Knowledge of academic library processes and purposes.

systems.
Thorough knowledge of automated library
automated library
Professional knowledge of both manual and
3)
and
policies.
circulation procedures

2)

QUALITY RANKING FACTORS
Experience in recon (retrospective conversion of cataloging)
or other major cataloging projects.
1)

2)

Experience in training users on online systems.

h:\autosys\systems\madams.pd
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DRAFT

Proposed Position Description for
computer Equipment Analyst GS -10
Introdv,ction

Automated Systems Division
This position is located in the
It is responsible for
of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries.
microcomputer
technology and
providing aid in the coordination of
equipment throughout the Libraries.

=lagSIL computer equipment,
1. Maintains a database of all
Tracks
request for such equipment,
peripherals, and software.
appropriate, delivery, and
orders, receipt, accessioning when management from database as
installation. Provides reports for
needed.
Such
microcomputer problems.
2. Coordinate solution to SIL
diagnosis,
and
troubleshooting,
action might involve advice, problems
response.
for
strategic
referral. Tracks recurrent
microcomputer equipment for
3. Evaluates and/or test
applicability to SIL needs.
vendors and suppliers.
4. Evaluates computer equipment
microcomputer tecnnology
5. Reviews current literature concerning
and to keep current
to disseminate as appropriate to SIL staff
with available technology.
Primary contact point
6. Adiinister the SIL local area network.
for problems, lan vendor and maintenance.

concerning the placement and
7. Plan and coordinate all issues
equipment in the SIL including data
moving of computer-related
cabling, power wiring, safety issues, etc.
for both SIL portion of
8. Coordinate telecommunications problems
SI Office of
SIBIS and SU microcomputers with
and
data
carriers.
Telecommunications, vendors,

KUOWLEDGE
microcomputers, MS-DOS
1. Familiarity with MS-DOS type
operating system.
installation and
2. Experience in hardware and software
trouble shooting.
3. Ability to reason analytically.

1,L.)
-

"ye

computer standards and
4. Knowledge of SI and industry
policies.
telecommunication standards
5. Knowledge of SI and industry
and policies.
procurement regulations
6. Knowledge of SI and government
and procedures.

agargig.amsin)
Systems Administrator
The incumbent will report to the SIL
When
assignments, jobs,
who will set priorities and schedules.
conflicts
in
resolving,
the
or problems arise that cause
The
supervisor
for
ranking.
incumbent will refer them to the
current policies.
incumbent will be responsible for implementing
results, user
The incumbent will be evaluated for
to ongoing SIL
satisfaction, and avoidance of major disruptions
work.

g2MagXitY
a user base of
The incumbent will need to coordinate different
peripherals
microcomputers
with
many
approximately 120
the
assistance
will
range
from
and software. Users needing
The
incurbent
will
need to
computer-sophisticated to new users.
maintaining
sufficient
follow general long term schedules while
flexibility to adjust to emergencies.

Scope appLEfiggt
the smooth, efficient
The purpose of the work is to insure
microcomputer
hardware
functioning of SIL through staff use of
and software.

Personal...S.1=m=
to discuss problems,
The incumbent will meet with SIL staff
vendors
to discuss
OIRM staff to seek advice and aid, and
products and solutions.

plygigAl_dgmAacig
travel to sIL
The work is primarily sedentary though
30 pounds may be
branches and occasional lifting of weights up to
necessary.

H:\personel\gslOcomeg.pd
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POSITION DESCRIPTION.
Librarian (Automation) GS-9

IXTROiUCTION..

This

p.os'itioA. is located -in the Systems .and Technical, Servipes

vivision .ofA the -Smithsonian..Institu.tion. Librariis-,(SIL). 'It: i's
priiarilY. responsible. for _MicrocomPuter support for ,all .Smithson4 wrt

initution Libraries staff:

DUTIES:

Assists SIL staff in solving microcomputer related
such action might involve advice, troubleshooting,
problems.
diagnosis, and referral.. Visits sites, to inspect.eguipment and
provide-orientation-on aspects of its operation,maintenance, and
management.
1.

and troubleshoots
configure,
Installs,
staff.
software applications for 'SIL
2.

microcomputer

3. Prepares macros, menus, and batch files to enable SIL staff
to more efficiently use microcomputer software.

Assists in the administration of the SIL local area
network, a len of over 70 microcomputers linked together.
4.

5. Assists in coordination of cabling, wiring, and placement
of microcomputers.
to

guidance
Provides
telecommunications problems.
6.

SIL

staff

in

microcomputer

7. Assists in the evaluation, selection, and procurement of
microcomputer software and hardware tor sIL needs.
8 . Prepares written documentation and training aids concerning

microcomputer technology.
KNOWLEDGEJ

t. Knowledge or skill in microcomputer technology.

2. Experience with and mastery of Dbase, Lotus, WordPerfect,

MS-DOS and other rrocomputer
3.

Experience

software,.

in hardware and t.oftware

instaitiation and

troubleshooting.

4. Experience with assisting users in microcomputer software
and hardware.
Professional Knowledge of theories and principles of
5.
library sCiencet as evidenced,by the profeSsional .masters-level
library dearee or equivalentexperience.

1:a..tp.s2Ey.,...can_trgi.21,
1. The incumbent will..report to the Chief of the SIL Systems
Office who will set priorities and schedules. When assignments,
jobs, or problems arise that cause conflicts in resolving, the
The
incumbent will refer them to the supervisor for ranking.
incumbent will, be responsible for implementing current policies.

The incumbent will be evaluated for results, users
satisfactions, and avoidance of major disruption to ongoing SIL
work. The-incumbent's work will be spot-checked occasionally.
2.

GUIDELINES:

1. Guidelines are standard library practice and procedures,
standard practice and procedures in system development, the SIL's

and the vendor's system

Total System planning documentation,
documentation.

be
These guidelines are usually incomplete and may
incumbent
uses
judgement
contradictory. When such is the case, the
policy, goals of
to solve problems, based on understanding of SIL
the project, etc.
2.

COMPLEXITY:

1. The incumbent will need to assist a user base of over 120
and
applications
different
with many
users
microcomputer
from
the
range
will
assistance
Users needing
peripherals.
computer-sophisticated to new users.

incumbent will need to follow general long term
adjust to
schedules while maintaining sufficient flexibility to
24

The

emergencies.

SCOPE AND

The purpose of the work is to install and operate an
automated system that will encompass every aspect of the sn.
1.

a fundemeotO
The widest-possible access to sIRIS
the diti
coordinatina
by
access
Insuring this
priority.
2.

132

1.

dEST COPY AVAILABLt.

technical, and procedura3. issues. will be the respongihility of this
position..

CONTACTS:
-1. The incumbent may, at the superyisors dirPction, deal with
SI OIRM and Procurement,staff and with:vendors.
EMMONIE...2E.SOTACTAI.
1.

Most of the types of contacts listed under Personal

be
Information must
resolving problems.
discussed,
and
persuasion
to
the
exchanged, ideas generated and
SIL-beneficial viewpoint furthered.
Contacts-

involve

PHYSICALIIMANDal
1)

Most of the work is sedentary,

but maintenance and

kneeling,
stooping,
lifting,
some
require
trouble-shooting
Boxes
and
equipment
of
up
to
40
pounds
crouching, and reaching.
must be moved.

FACTOR 9; WORX ENVIRONMENT:
in offices,
and
cold
air.
computer rooms with drafts
1)

The work is partially

1 3 3

and partially

in

DRAFT (6/30/94)
POSITION DESCRIPTION
Systems Librarian I (Librarian) GS-12

mmuclION:
This position is located in the Systems and Technical Services Division of the Smithsonian Institution
for planning and implementing major modules of the SIL portion of the
Libraries. It is primarily responsible
Information
System (KRIS) and for managing all aspects of the SIL Local Area
Smithsonian Institution Research
N etwork (L AN).

DUTIES:

The Assistant Systems Librarian will serve as the SIL Security Officer responsible for analyzing all
computer security issues for all SIL systems, proposing policy and procedures to protect SIL systems and data. The
including
incumbent will be responsible for establishing and facilitating all technical upeets of SIL Internet Access
The
incumbent
will
be
the
SIL
Lan
Manager
responsible
fsr
all
aspects
such projects as an SIL Gopher, Mosaic etc.
of new
regularly
by
all
SIL
staff
including
long-range
planning,
implemernation
of this mission-critical system used
applications and hardware, testing and evaluation, security, connectivity, review, and continual enhancement.
The incumbent will provide technical assistance for networked cd-rom systems and investigate ways to
enhance and improve them.
The Assistant Systems Librarian will participate in all aspects of systems design, implementation, and
adniinistration of all SIRIS modules including the Online Public .'s.c.ccs Catalog, Cataloging, Acquisitions, and
Circulation with special focus on, after initial implementation, craeinating the implementation and administration
of serials control, serials check-in, and the acquisitions modul'... 111.: im,..mbent will also be responsible for the
conversion of the existing acquisitions sub-system to SIRIS. Tha o'In....atstration of the acquisitions module will
involve the incumbent in policy and procedure composition as well as system technical issues such as transmission
of machine-readable financial data to the SI Accounting Office, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) with automated
publishers, loading of publisher-supplied invoice data, etc. The incumbent will rely on professional knowledge of
standards, a thorough end detailed
library oiganization, purposes, operations, and bibliographic formats and
will be
knowledge of SIRIS' functions, and familiarity with automated library acquisitions issues. The incumbent
SIRIS
and
will
either
help
ihem
directly,
resourv for library staff needing help if they are having problems with
resolve with the supervisor, or contact additional help.
The incumbent will serve on various SIL committees and task forces to develop specifications for system
improvement and facilitate ongoing library operations to make best use of the system. The Assistant Systems
Librarian will be responsible for developing procedures and policies for the implementation of the MARC holdings
format and coordinate implementation with othee SIL departments such as Cataloging and Acquisitions.

acaa I: KNOWJEDG.E.
1. Full professional knowledge of theories and principles of library science, as evidenced
masters-level library degree or equivalent.

by the professional

2. Thorough knowledge of automated library systems as evidenced by academic qualifications and experience
implementing or administering modules of a complex, integrated loud library system. At least four years work with
standerd acquisitions procedures will be necessary.
a complex, integrated local library system. Femiliarity with the

3. Professional knowledge of manual and automated serials cootrol procedures ad issues or professional
knowledge of MARC holdings format implementation.

1
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BEST COPY AVAILABL

4. Knowledge of library acquisitions in an automated environment.

FA(_TOR 2: SUPERVISORY C0311-AOLS_:

1. Incumbent will report to the Systems Administrator. The supervisor will set overall prionties and
schedules and communicate overall library policy.
2. The incumbent will develop detailed priorities and schedules, will work with the supervisor in proposing
changes in overall library policy and operations, will modify instructions as necessary to fvlfill overall goals. The
incumbent will work closely with the supervisor to insure coordination of work for the best interests of the eoraries.

3. The incumbent will generally be evaluated only for overall results and adherence ta policy; however, the
incumbent's work will be spot-checked on new or unusual assignments.

FACTOR 3: GUIDELINES:
1) Guidelines arc standard library practice and procedures, standard practice arid procedures in system
development, the SIL's Total System planning documentation, and the vendor's system documentation.

2) These guidelines are usually incomplete and may be contradictory. When such is the case, the incumbent
uses judgement to solve problems, based on understanding of SIL policy, goals of the project, etc.

E.A.gron
I) The incumbent is responsible for implementation of a library System that has major impact on every
In coordination with the Smithsonian's Office of Information Resource
Management the incumbent ensures that the appropriate aspects of the project are implemented. This includes site
prcparation, staff training, orientation, documentation preparation, and vendor compliance with contract.

person and operation of the SIL.

2) The incumbent works with library users, library staff, Smithsonian Office of Information Resources
Management staff, and vendor staff; each of these categories is made up of individuals whose goals or objectives
may be ambiguous, and often contradictory. Incumbent must create an orderly and stable system out of these diverse
materials.

3) Each installation of a System this comprehensive is unique, no matter how many installations exist
already. The incumbent will have to create new techniques and extend traditional ones, based on previous
experience.
4) The incumbent will need to anticipate problems and keep up-to-date with the latest developments in
technology and networked information access in order to guide SI1. Systems activities in this area.
FACTO,K 5: SCOPE AVD EFFECT;

1) SIL staff and users rely on and expect solid, secure connectivity to automated tools and information
SOUrCes. The incumbent will be responsible for this.
2) The purpose of the work is to install and operate an automated system that will encompass every aspect
of the S1L.
3) The Acquisitions module and the implementation of serials control will affect *oh staff member iu
wiry every day, and will affect each library user every time he WM the SIL. The System will coiling data CO every

14
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.

:"

one of the 1.2 million items owned by the Sit, and will be involved with every Process that affects those items, from
request, through ordering, through cataloging and through inventory control,

16Mlir&cTS
1) Contacts are with all library staff to discuss problems and to provide training; with systems analysts in
the SI's Office of Information Resource Management to plan and coordinate installation and operation of the System;
with contracts specialists in the SI's procurement office to supply data to resolve contact disputes, if any; with
several levels of the System vendor's staff to coordinate implementation, operations, and maintenance; and with SIL's
clientele to provide orientation sessions and to resolve problems they may have.

FACTOR 7: PURPOSE ,QF CONIAL151

1) Most of the types of contacts listed under Personal Contacts involve resolving problems. Information
must be exchanged, ideas generated and discussed, and persuasion to the Sit-beneficial viewpoint fUrthered.

FActcR

SICAL

ND

1) Most of the work is sedentary, but maintenance and trouble-shooting require some lifting, stooping,
kneeling, crouching, and reaching. Boxes and equipment of up to 40 pounds must be moved.

FACTOR 20VOR.K ENVIRONMENL
1) The work is partially in offices, and partially in computer rooms with drafts and cold air.

SELECTIVE FACTORS

1) Knowledge of academic/special/research library processes and purposes.

2) Thorough knowledge of automated library systems.
library serials control procedures and policies.
3) Professional knowledge of both manual and automated

4, Experience with library acquisitions in an automated environment.

QUALM' RANKING FACTORS
1.

Mastery of microcomputer technology,

1 Knowledge of US MARC Holdings format and its implementation in local library systems.
sAgifford12,pd
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Position Description

DRAFT 1/16/95
Position Number: FA904
Working Title: Director of Systems
Organization:
University of Virginia Library

The Director of Systems is responsible for overseeing the
acquisition, installation, and support of automated systems for the
University Library. This requires knowledge of current computer
technology and of the developments taking place in the field of
Information Technology. Within the Library, the Director works with the

department heads and the Library Administration to determine needs and
the most effective solutions for those needs. The Systems Office staff
must be managed in an efficient manner to support Library staff and the
end-users. The Director functions as a liaison to other University units,

such as Information Technology and Communications, and to other
institutions and vendors. The budgetary restraints for hardware and
software require management of expenditures in those areas. Planning
for future expansion or changes is essential to ensure that adequate
capacity will be available and that reliability will be high.
Supervision:

1. Reports to Associate University Librarian for Public Services
2. Supervises: 1 faculty (Systems Librarian for Technical Services)
3 Programmer/Analysts

t39
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GENERAL FACULTY

POSITION DESCRIPTION
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
PART I: ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
POSITION
NUMBER

FA-433

Workin Title

Assistant S stems Librarian

Organization

University of Virginia Library

PART II: POSITION INFORMATION
PERCENT
OF TOTAL
WORKING
TIME

DESCRIBE FULLY AND CLEARLY THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK FIRST, TIICN THC NEKT MOST IMPORTANT IN A SEPARATE PARAGRAPH, AND SO ON.
?4.A.}...m T142 DESCRIPTIONS DaFiNrrE AND DETAILED TO GIVE A CLEAR PICTURE OF THE WORK. TT IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT THAT THE SUPER-

VISION RECFIVFD OR EXERCISED RE CLEARLY EXPLAINM. IT LS ALSO IMPORTANT THAT SUCH TERMS AS 'CHECK*. 'HANDLE. 'RESPONSIBLE FOR'.

-Asstsr BE E.:PLANED. LIST ANT EOUIPMENT OPERATED Oft SPECIAL SKILL U. ESTIMATE WORKING rime DEVOTED TO EACH KIND OF WORK
DESCRIBED.

100%

The Assistant Systems Librarian is responsible for supporting the ongoing use of the
Library's integrated system, with particular responsibility in the areas of table and screen
maintenance, updating, testing, and trouble-shooting as well as dissemination of information
to the Library staff. Assists as a liaison with the two computing centers responsible for the
system support and telecommunications network via the UBLAN. Responsible for system

documentation control and distribution, security system (including staff awareness), and
liaison with NOTIS Systems Inc. PrOvides substantial support for the planning for and
implementation of new modules or software releases.
This position will stay aware of new developments in the information processing field and
how the role of the Library is evolving. Assists in analyzing equipment, staffing, and
budgetary impacts of new systems.

The Assistant Systems Librarian assists in developing and carrying out a plan for staff
training in both general and specific computer-related areas. Works with Library managers
and staff to develop efficient work processes and information flow. Assists in overall systems
office responsibilities for micro computer support, support of CD-ROM systems, etc.

supervision:
1.

Reports to Systems Planning Librarian

14
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SELECTED READINGS

ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH I A BIOMES

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT SERNIICFS

i4o

SELECTED READINGS
Dennis, Deborah Ellis. "Who's in Charge of Automation? The New systems Librarian Position."
New Jersey Libraries, Vol 27: Spring 1994, pp. 6, 8.
Drake, Miriam A. "Technological Innovation and Organization Change." Journal of Library
Administration. Vol. 19:3/4 1993, pp. 39-53.
Ecelbarger, Louisa Kay. Electronic Library Services: Choosing the Library Future.
Montgomery County Dept. of Public Libraries, Rockville, MD. 1991. (ERIC ED336106).
.

Hatcher, Karen A. "The Role of the Systems Librarian/Administrator: A Report of the Survey."
Library Administration & Management. Vol 9:2, Spring 1995, pp.106-109.
Hoadley, Irene B. "Up the Beanstaik: An Evolutionary Organization Structure for Libraries."
American Libraries vol. 21:7, Jul/Aug 1990, pp.. 676-78.

Miller, R. Bruce. "Systems Office Organization." SPEC Kit #128. Association of Research
Libraries, Office of Management Studies, Washington. DC 1986.
Poole, Jay Maitin. "Organization Charts in ARL Libraries." SPEC Kit #170. Association of
Research Libraries, Office of Management Studies, Washington DC 1991.
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